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This master’s thesis studies the case company’s current purchase invoice

process and the challenges that are related to it. Like most of other

master’s thesis   this study consists of both theoretical- and empirical parts.

The  purpose  of  this  work  is  to  combine  theoretical  and  empirical  parts

together so that the theoretical part brings value to the empirical case

study.

The case company’s main business is frequency converters for both low

voltage AC & DC drives and medium voltage AC Drives which are used

across all industries and applications.

The main focus of this study is on the current invoice process modelling.

When modelling the existing process with discipline and care, current

challenges can be understood better. Empirical study relays heavily on

interviews and existing, yet fragmented, data. This, along with own

calculations and analysis, creates the foundation for the empirical part of

this master’s thesis.
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Tässä diplomityössä tutkitaan kohdeyrityksen ostolaskuprosessia ja siihen

liittyviä haasteita. Kuten muutkin diplomityöt, myös tämä työ yhdistää

sekä teorian että käytännön toteutuksen yhdeksi kokonaisuudeksi.

Tarkoituksena on teoriatarkastelulla kartoittaa tietoa ja sitä kautta tuoda

lisäarvoa käytännön toteutukseen.

Kohdeyrityksen pääliiketoimintana on valmistaa sekä pienitehoisia AC &

DC- että keskitehoisia AC-taajuusmuuttajia eri liiketoimintojen tarpeisiin.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Invoice processing is a part of every company’s duties. In most companies, invoice

processing is not included in the core competences. It has led into situations where

many companies’ invoice processes are not optimized. This is a problem for

companies themselves, their clients and suppliers, but on a governmental level as

well. Electronic invoicing has been recognized as one of the most important sources

for increasing European’s productivity (European Electronic Invoicing 2007).

Koch (2013, p. 8, 19) states that if electronic invoices replaced a major proportion

of invoices it could give Europe’s public sector at least 40 billion euro savings.

Unfortunately, only less than 10 % of it is utilized. However, there have been major

improvements related to many companies’ invoice processes within the last decade.

In other words: paper invoices have been replaced with electronic invoices.

Invoice process management is just like any other process management. The

resources are limited and companies have to apply these resources as accurately and

thoroughly as possible. Invoice handling has been recognized the most time

consuming process in department of accounting so there is lots of cost saving

potential to achieve with process automation and process streamlining (Lahti &

Salminen 2008, p. 48). To be able to succeed in this, processes need to be analysed

critically and the goals need to be clear. Once the goals have been set, the

improvement procedures need to aim to reach the set goals.

In this master’s thesis the case company’s current invoice process will be analysed

and modelled, and its current challenges are under review. With the combination of

theoretical- and empirical study, the observations and development suggestions are

presented in chapter 5.

1.1 Background
In Lewis Carroll’s classic children novel Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland from

the year 1865 Alice came to a fork in the road and asked from Cheshire cat which

road she should take. Cheshire cat answered to Alice: “Where do you want to go?”
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Alice said that she doesn’t  know. After that,  Cheshire cat  said to Alice: “Then it

doesn’t matter”.

The previous quote may sound little provocative but it can be applied very well in

business life also. If the company doesn’t know where they are and where they want

to go, then it doesn’t matter which road they take: the actions and possible success

are  dependent  on  chance  and  not  by  rational  planning.  This  also  explains

surprisingly well why this master’s thesis was decided to carry out in first place.

There existed relatively much data considering case company’s current invoice

process but the data was fragmented and the most important data was not

summarized. Mostly because of this, the overall view of the whole invoice process

has been inadequate. Different people know different parts of the process but the

overall process modelling and therefore - understanding of the process – has been

missing. There was also some knowledge considering current process challenges

but the deeper analysis of the actual reasons haven’t been made. For example, there

is existing data that points out invoices’ order matching (OM) percentages by

supplier. Order matching tells how many percentage of the received invoices can

be processed automatically without manual invoice handling. The criteria for

matched invoice are matching purchase order number, matching prices and

matching quantities between the order and the invoice. The questions that have not

been answered, however, are: “What are the reasons for poor OM percentages?”,

“Why OM percentage is so poor with some suppliers and others have much better

OM percentage?”, and “What is the preferred way to get invoices from the

suppliers? To be summarized: “Is the case company with their invoice process

development in the same situation as Alice when she came to a fork on the road?”

Current poor OM percentages have led in situation where the case company’s

purchasers need to manually fix mismatches between the invoices and the orders.

If everything matches between the invoice and the order, the invoice would

automatically go through Order Matching process and after that the invoice could

be transferred into Accounts Payable (AP) system for payment. If there are
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mismatches, the invoice needs to be handled manually and it takes local business

units’ (LBU) money but especially, with existing volumes, it takes lots of time of

the purchasers.

1.2 Goals and scope
The goals for this master’s thesis were set as follows:

§ to model current invoice process and its different variations as accurately

and comprehensively as seen appropriate

§ to recognize the areas that have the most potential for optimization

o Which alterations have the biggest positive influence?

§ to find out concrete and realistic actions to improve the areas that have the

most optimizing potential

It was inevitable that during the process analysis some boundaries between

company’s departments needed to be crossed. The reason was that there are many

different parties involved in the invoice process, including 3rd party service

providers. This was the basis of this work and it was very important to model the

current invoice process as accurately and comprehensively as possible so that there

was a real possibility to find out solutions to current challenges. This study didn’t

aim to find out universal solutions to be duplicated outside the case company but

instead tried to improve process controlling inside the case company.

This master’s thesis was delimited to include only case company’s purchase invoice

process. The purchase invoice process was considered to start from the purchase

requisition and considered to end when the purchase invoice is paid. This process

can be also called as Order-to-Pay process. During the study, the whole Order-to-

Pay process was modelled step-by-step.

To achieve the goals set beforehand, the following research questions need to be

answered.
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The main research question:

§ In what kind of ways case company’s invoice process could be improved?

To be able to find answer to the main research question, three assisting research

questions were created.

Assisting research questions:

§ What is the current invoice process?

o What are the processing times and costs of one invoice in different

invoicing models?

§ How to reduce current processing times and costs?

§ In which cases suppliers should be guided to use different invoicing models?

The implementation phase of invoice process improvement suggestions was not

included in this master’s thesis. It is case company’s responsibility to implement

this study’s findings into their current invoice process.

1.3 Research method
The purpose of this work was to combine theoretical and empirical parts together

so that the theoretical part brings value to the empirical part’s analysis. Theoretical

part was carried out as literature review of textbooks, articles and experts’ reports.

Textbooks were used to provide basic and common principles of the field while

articles and reports were used to bring more specific knowledge of the reviewed

area and also the very latest information on the field. Using literature review

allowed access to prior researches and studies creating the foundation to success of

this thesis.

Theories about business process management and invoicing were decided to be

used as theoretical frameworks for this study. This was a natural choice because

invoicing is an ongoing process for every company and it should be managed like

any  other  relevant  process.  With  the  assistance  of  nominated  steering  committee

and the supervisor from the case company and also the instructor from the school,
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these two subjects were believed to bring the most relevant frameworks to support

empirical part of this study.

Based on the research questions presented in subchapter 1.2, qualitative research

method was decided to be used as the main research methodology for empirical part

of this study because it gives greater flexibility and deeper insight to the issue than

quantitative research method (Marschan-Piekkari & Welch 2004, p. 387). The

meaning of qualitative research is to try to understand the whole researched

phenomenon as comprehensively as possible but to also provide space for

interviewees’ viewpoints (Hirsjärvi & Huttunen 1995, p. 174; Eskola & Suoranta

2000, p. 61–62). That being said, also some qualitative analysis needed to be done

while making deeper analysis of invoice volumes and nature.

The first step for empirical research was to create current situation analysis in order

to get a better understanding of the whole process, like what kind of different parties

are involved in the process, what kind of possible invoice models exist, what are

the current volumes and numerical data, and what technical aspects exist in

invoicing. This required reading out lots of existing material, like previously made

analysis, reports and work instructions. Still, the interviews were the most important

information sources while forming current situation analysis. The sessions were not

strictly structured but more like open conversations about relevant topics. Based on

the interviews, own observations were made all the time and in that way, the view

about current situation started to form. Current situation analysis is explained in

more detailed level in chapter 4.

Based on current situation analysis, the next steps were decided. Together with

supervisor Kimmo Lampinen, the scope got narrowed and the focus was aimed to

most relevant topics and areas. Those topics are presented in chapter 5. The figure

1 summarizes how this empirical study was committed and which different parties

were involved.
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Figure 1. Summarization of the empirical study

1.4 Case-company: ABB Oy Drives and Controls
ABB Oy Drives and Controls (from now on “ABB Drives”) is one of the business

units in global ABB Group and it belongs to division of Discrete Automation and

Motion. Other four divisions in ABB Group are Power Products, Power Systems,

Low Voltage Products and Process Automation. Three other business units in

Discrete Automation and Motion -division are Power Conversion, Motors &

Generators and Robotics. (ABB intranet 2014)

ABB  Group  is  a  global  leader  in  power  and  automation  technologies  and  it  has

leading market positions in their main businesses. ABB was formed in 1988 as a

merger of two engineering companies, BBC (Swiss) and ASEA (Swedish). In year

2013 ABB Group’s revenue was 42 billion dollars and it had approximately

150 000 employees. ABB Group’s headquarter is located in Zurich, Switzerland.

(ABB intranet 2014)

ABB Drives’ main business is frequency converters and it offers both low voltage

AC & DC drives and medium voltage AC Drives that are used across all industries
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and applications. This master’s thesis was conducted in Low Voltage Drives in

Pitäjänmäki, Helsinki factory. LV Drives manufactures frequency converters that

has power ranger from 0.18 kW to 5600 kW. ABB Drives consists of six smaller

units that are Low Power AC, High Power Drives, Drives Packages, Wind,

Machinery Drives and Drives Service. (ABB intranet 2014). This study was made

to ABB Drives’ Supply Chain Management –department.

1.5 Structure of the work
The structure of this master’s thesis is very similar to most of other master’s thesis.

After introduction there is a literature review about business process management

and invoicing. Those two main topics and the found theories about them will create

the framework for the following empirical study.  Figure 2 points out how this

master’s thesis has been compiled.

Figure 2. Structure of the master’s thesis

Chapter two presents business process management. In this chapter the definitions

of process are discussed and also reviewed how companies are forced to pay more

and more attention to their processes instead of separate functions. In this chapter,

some process modelling techniques, and business process improvement tools and

methods are also presented and those methods are applied during the empirical part
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of this study. The chapter ends with short risk management review which is also

some in level implemented to empirical part of this study.

In chapter three theories about invoicing are presented. In this chapter all possible

invoice models are presented and also evaluated in general level the advantages and

disadvantages of every models. Also, some previous studies and reports are

reviewed about why fluent invoicing is so important, not only for the company itself

but other stakeholders as well.

Empirical study starts from chapter 4 which includes more accurate descriptions of

the current situation analysis, including process modelling, short presentation about

different parties of the invoice process and also some case examples of the everyday

challenges that are faced with current invoicing process. In chapter five the made

actions and further researches in the scope of this thesis are presented. Following

that, chapter six summarizes the conclusions of this master’s thesis.
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2 BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT
In this chapter, business process management (BPM) is introduced and theoretical

frameworks for empirical study are presented. In the start of this chapter, the

importance of business process management is underlined in first subchapter 2.1.

After this,  the definitions and dimensions of the word “process” are discussed in

subchapter 2.2. Subchapter 2.3 clarifies the differences between functionally

structured organization and process-oriented organization and also discusses the

typical challenges that companies are facing if they are not focusing on managing

processes as a whole. The meaning of process modelling and some possible

techniques are then presented in subchapter 2.4. Following, Business process

improvement (BPI) tools and methods are introduced in subchapter 2.5 and then the

risk management considering different processes in the end of this chapter in

subchapter 2.6.

2.1 The importance of business process management
Like mentioned at the very beginning of this master’s thesis introduction, managing

invoice process should be treated as any other process management. ABB Drives’

core competence is to design and assembly world class frequency converters across

all industries. Handling invoices doesn’t belong to ABB Drives’ core competencies.

However, it is essential to understand the meaning of fluent invoicing process. With

fluent invoicing companies can improve their cash flow, improve their profitability,

allocate their resources to more value-added functions and improve their reputation

as a reliable business partner. Thus, when analyzing and developing invoice

process, first we need to get familiar with business process management’s

definitions and theories.

Starting this subchapter, it may be reasonable to discuss, what does the word

“business” actually mean? Burlton (2001, p. 67) defines business as “any

organization whose aim is to create results of value for someone who cares about

those results”.  According to Laamanen & Tinnilä (2009, p. 90) “business describes

the manner in which an organization specifies and defines its own activities in order

to create value for its customers”. Following, business process management can be
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seen as organizational process trying to secure continuous improvement with

structural and analytical ways in areas that have the highest proportion of added

value for the organization’s business (Zairi 1997, p. 64-65). Customer value is

created in a chain of events, which can be called as a process (Laamanen & Tinnilä

2009, p. 52). Figure 3 summarizes in what kind of business environment companies

are operating.

Figure 3. Simplified figure of how organization’s capabilities are turned with processes into business
outcomes (paraphrased Burlton 2001, p. 67).

As can be seen in figure 3, there are many different aspects affecting companies’

everyday business. Some of these are in companies’ own control, like hiring the

best possible employees and using available resources as effectively as possible.

Then there are areas that companies have either no possibilities to affect or the

possibilities  are  very  limited.  One  example  of  these  are  rules  and  regulations.

According to Burlton (2001, p. 11) these changes are caused mainly by four factors:

hyper-competition, growing organizational complexity, rising external

stakeholders’ power and E-business technology. To be able to survive, companies

are forced to continually revise their business processes and executives have to be

proactive and open-minded. As Hammer & Champy (1993, p. 32) state, the

executives need their organizations to be flexible enough to adjust market changes,

lean enough to beat competitors’ prices, innovative enough to stay technologically
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competitive and dedicated enough to deliver maximum quality and service.

Innovations, creativity, cost-effectiveness and lean processes are nowadays the

areas where the companies can find their competitive advantage.

The top-level question that all companies need to answer is “what are we really in

business to do? (Burlton 2001, p. 38). In other words, what is the value proposition

that company is giving to its clients? The answer of that question should be reflected

in company’s every day duties and all strategic decisions should be based on value

proposition. Treacy & Wiersema (1995) divide organizations’ value propositions in

three major categories: operational excellence, product leadership and customer

intimacy. Every company should concentrate only on one major category and in

addition to that, they can pick the secondary one also. The real challenge that most

companies face is that executives and staff have different opinions of what the

company’s value proposition is or should be. (Burlton 2001, p.39). Ultimately,

BPM is at executives’ responsibility. They have to visualize company’s strategy,

design the processes to support these alignments and also create the circumstances

inside the organization so that these visions are possible to achieve (Harrington

1995). Even if the executives are doing wise strategic decisions and having

ambitious goals, true BPM culture needs every employee’s commitment and effort.

The only way to get employees onboard is to align corporate goals and

communicate these goals to employees. It should be every persons’ responsibility

in an organization to actively solve problems and reduce costs and wastes. (Zairi

1997, p. 65, 67; Rohleder & Silver 1997, p. 142)

How all the above-mentioned is then related to this master’s thesis? When ABB

Drives improve its invoice process, they are also indirectly adding value to their

customers’. When the invoicing is made fluently, without extra manual

interference, ABB can focus more resources to its core competence. Invoice process

can be done fluently or it can be done non-fluently but that is something that every

company has to do. To summarized: if the company wants totally concentrate on

keeping its customers’ value proposition, it has to make sure that the supporting
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processes, like invoicing, is done as fluently as possible so that the resources can

be allocated effectively to serve customers’ value proposition.

2.2 Definition of process
There is not only one definition for the word “process” but the creator of the BPI

concept, James Harrington’s, (1991) definition is widely used: “The transformation

of inputs into outputs; the inputs can be resources or requirements, whilst the

outputs can be products or results. The outputs may or may not add value and could

be an input to another process”. Another widely used definition is Hammer &

Champy’s (1993) definition that a process is “a set of partially ordered activities

intended to reach a goal”.

Figure 4 simplifies the process analogy: available resources (inputs) are transferred

with control and value-added activities into desired outputs.

Figure 4. Simplified process analogy (paraphrased Ashogbon 2012, p. 9)

Below, there are some features that are typical for processes (Ould 1995; Zairi 1997,

p. 64):

· contains purposeful activity

· carried out collaboratively by a group

· often crosses functional boundaries

· invariably driven by outside agents or customers
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· definable and predictable inputs and outputs

· a set of unambiguous tasks or activities

So far in this master’s thesis the concepts of “process” and “business process” have

been  used  little  bit  as  synonyms.  Normally  these  two terms  are  used  to  separate

company’s processes from other forms of processes (Andersen 2007, p. 32).  The

most traditional way to classify organization’s processes is to use Porter’s (1985, p.

36–42) value chain activities, which classify organization’s processes into two

classes: primary and supporting processes. Primary processes are treated as

business processes and supporting processes are treated as processes. According to

Becker  &  Kahn  (2002,  p.  4)  primary  processes  create  value  and  have  a  straight

connection to manufactured products. However, there are also other definitions to

primary processes. For example, Laamanen & Tinnilä (2002, p. 62) claim that

primary process doesn’t need to be connected to manufacturing. So, according to

that definition, actions like outbound logistics and marketing can be also seen as

primary processes. Vergidis et al. (2008, p. 94) note the main problem in the

definitions of business process: the definitions are either too simplistic and therefore

too generic to provide any tangible contribution or the definitions are so confined

to specific application area that wide acceptance and applicability is not possible.

In this study, it is not relevant whether the invoice process is seen as a process or as

a business process. For that reason, these words are used more or less as each other’s

synonyms.

When discussing processes, the definitions of process “start point” and “end point”

can’t be ignored. Traditional way of thinking has been that process starts and ends

to first action outside the organization (Burlton 2001, p. 59). The question is, should

this way of thinking be updated? Like Harland et al. (2007, p.1234) state, the current

trend is that instead companies competing only against other companies, the

competition is now also in supply chain level. Supply chains and networks allow

companies to specialize their core competences and this reduces costs and enables

more effective value creation for the customers (Laamanen & Tinnilä, p. 73-74,

142). That being said, ABB Drives invoice process should not be seen only as what
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are the things that ABB can do better but also in which kind of actions the whole

process can be improved. It is undeniable fact that, for example, if the supplier

doesn’t  confirm the unit  prices when they receive an order from ABB, it  doesn’t

matter how well ABB has organized its own invoice handling procedures, the

invoice  won’t  go  fluently  through AP system.  That  is  why the  whole  “invoicing

chain” needs to be optimized so that the improvements in single areas can actually

improve the whole process. The next subchapter explains however, why this is so

difficult to achieve.

2.3 Organizational structures
According to Laamanen & Tinnilä (2009, p.48) companies have responded to

business environmental changes with specialization: companies are specialized in

small segments, having different departments and in those departments employees

are specialized in certain areas. This kind of organizational structure is called

functional and vertical organization (Andersen 2007, p. 1; Hannus 1994, p. 34). In

this manner, companies are able to centralize their assets and knowledge. This

sounds logical. Putting the best possible talents together and letting them to

concentrate on only the tasks that they can do best, this should maximize the

outputs. However, there are problems these kind of functional organizational

structures come with and these are presented in figure 5.

Figure 5. The connection between company’s processes and departments. (Andersen 2007, p. 2)
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As can be seen in figure 5, organization’s processes span over several functional

areas. So even if the organizational structure is functional, the processes are not.

Earhart (1991) called this as the “Silo syndrome”, meaning that the functional areas

are operating more like as separate units. According to Laamanen (2001, p. 16–17)

and Edson & Shanahan (1991), these kind of organizations face different kinds of

problems. The first, and the most serious problem, is target setting. Usually targets

are economical and this leads to partial optimizations between departments. Other

problems are slow progress on departments’ interfaces, bureaucracy, poor

communication and so-called “turf protection”.  Rohleder & Silver (1997, p. 142)

claim that true process improvement philosophy can’t be implemented in

organizations unless they change their organizational structures into process-

oriented ones. Hammer & Champy (1993, p. 17–30) also point out that companies

should focus more on managing processes rather than separate functions.

Andersen (1999, p. 3) lists for example following benefits that companies get when

focusing on improving processes rather than improving functions:

· Every process has a customer and when focusing on process, companies

are focusing on customer

· Having named process-owners the problems that are faced with

functional-oriented organizations can be avoided (“Silo syndrome”)

· Managing processes creates a foundation for more efficient resource and

time allocation

· Managing entire processes reduces partial optimization

As pointed out in this master’s thesis background in subchapter 1.1, the above-listed

benefits are exactly the benefits that are not currently received in ABB Drives’

invoicing process. Invoicing need to be seen as an on-going process and thus, the

process need to be modelled and analyzed before it can be improved.

2.4 Process modelling
Process modelling is often used as a method to increase the awareness and

knowledge of analyzed process (Wasanda 2007, p. 1). Understanding the current
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process is necessary for improving it (Hannus 1994, p. 293) and process modelling

helps organizations to understand how the customers are experiencing the value and

with the assistance of modelling, the critical steps towards the value creation can be

understood (Laamanen & Tinnilä 2009, p. 52, 78). Hence, process modelling

creates the foundation for process improvement. Modelling processes is not easy

and before starting modelling the target setting should be made. In other words,

why the modelling is needed and how it benefits the company? (Damij 2007, p. 70)

If the processes are modelled without clear targets, the company is then wasting its

limited recourses. Once the targets have been set and recognized, the used

modelling methodology can be decided (Aguilar-Saven 2004, p. 131).

According to Curtis et al. (1992, p. 76), process models are “abstract descriptions

of an actual or proposed process, that represent selected process elements

considered important to the purpose of the model and that can be enacted by a

human or a machine”.  Process models should be simple enough to be built  in a

short time but on the other hand they need to be formal and complete for supporting

the several viewpoint of the business process (Park & Park 1998).  Lin et al. (2002,

p. 19) note that process modelling has two important roles:

1) Capturing existing processes by representing their activities and related

elements structurally

2) Representing new processes for evaluating their performances.

As Laamanen & Tinnilä (2009, p. 70) emphasizes, process is a type of knowledge

and only modelled knowledge can be transferred and shared effectively. That

statement summarizes well why process modelling is needed and it seems fair to

say that process modelling is necessary when current processes are tried to get

improved. Also, when current processes are represented accurately and viewed

critically there is a good possibility to notice weaknesses that could be left noticed

without modelling.
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In his master’s thesis, Antti Vesalainen (2008, p. 23) summarizes to his credit in

which different occasions process modelling can be used. Following, here is the

paraphrased list of them, matching to this specific study:

· Recognizing current process weaknesses and improve them (Curtis et al.

1992, p. 76)

· Solving problems (Laamanen & Tinnilä 2002, p. 64)

· To get deeper understanding of the processes (Curtis et al. 1992, p. 76;

Hammer & Champy 1993, p. 118–121)

It is relatively common that process modelling consists several different occasions.

In this study, all the previously listed occasions are in the scope. Aguilar-Saven

(2004, p. 134–141) introduces different possible process modelling techniques that

are Flow chart, Data flow diagrams, Role activity diagram, Gantt chart, IDEF (The

Integrated Definition for Function Modelling), Workflow technique, and Business

Process Diagram. In this study, flow chart technique was decided to be used. In

Supply Chain Management -department, to whom this study’s is made, nonetheless

in ABB Drives, has no common modelling technique in use. Flow chart technique

is yet the most common and proven technique and that was the main reason to use

it. In addition, RACI-matrix for decided to be created as a supportive tool to actual

flow chart. The matrix can be seen at the end of this master’s thesis as an appendix

2. RACI works as a great tool especially in cases were roles and responsibilities are

unclear. The roles of a process are:

· Responsible (“Doer”): the one(s) who perform the activity and is

responsible for action

· Accountable (“Buck  Stops  Here”):  the  one  who  has  the  ultimate

accountability of the task, power of veto. Only one “A” can be assigned per

one activity

· Consulted (“In  the  Loop”):  the  one(s)  to  be  consulted  prior  to  a  final

decision (two-way communication)

· Informed (“FYI”): the one(s) that need to be informed after the decision/

action is taken (one-way communication) (LSIS 2010, p. 5)
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In subchapter 4.3.1 the actual process modelling to this study is explained and

justified in deeper level.

2.5 Business process improvement
Often business process improvement is mixed with business process reengineering

(BPR) and these two terms are used more or less as each other’s synonyms. However,

it may be reasonable to make a difference between these two terms even if both terms

are referring to process improvement. As Harrington et al. (1997) state, BPI is designed

to bring smaller improvements and support current process, for example using

benchmarking and process redesigning. BPR, however, aims to much more radical

changes in business processes by discarding old ways of doing things (Hammer &

Champy 1993, p.31-32). Because the possibilities and resources for very radical

changes to case company’s current invoice process, in the scope of this study, are

limited the nature of this study is more like BPI-type. Based on that assumption, the

theoretical review is focused on BPI.

Companies’ recourses need to be allocated as accurately and effectively as possible.

BPI can be seen to have three main objectives, which are 1) making processes more

effective 2) making processes more efficient (using as little resources as possible) and

3) making processes as adaptable as possible for business environmental changes (Zairi

1997, p. 77). Processing times can be divided roughly in three categories: work-time

(value-added time), transit time and waiting time. Often, at least 80 % of the whole

processing time is non-value added time which is mainly consequence of the handing

of work from one person to another. Based on that estimation, the processes should be

streamlined as much as possible and unnecessary “hand-offs” need to be eliminated.

(Burlton 2001, p. 59; Harrington 1995)

When processes are streamlined and eventually improved this leads to higher

productivity, meaning that the same results can be achieved with less workers

(Rohleder & Silver 1997, p. 142). Thus, personnel reductions may be inevitable.

This fact creates a conflict for the previously mentioned process improvement

principle that every person should be active in problem-solving and process

improvement. Robinson (1991) has said that “A foolproof way to prevent
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improvement is to lay off employees for improving”.  This means that companies

should make possibly needed reductions through attrition. In addition to possible

layoffs, other thing that can reduce people’s willingness to improve process

efficiency is possible budget decrease: if the senior management sees that things

can be done with less money they probably cut current budgets. (Rohleder & Silver

1997, p. 142)

Harrington (1995) sees that there are five major phases that can be sub-divided into

several key activities in his famous process breakthrough methodology. The first phase

is organizing for quality. This phase consists different activities like defining critical

business processes and forming process improvement teams. These actions are

preparing organization to the second phase, process understanding. In this phase

current process is modelled and walk-through is completed. It is a well-known fact that

if you are not understanding current situation, you can’t improve it. At this point, if

there are some “low-hanging fruits” that are easy to get fixed, the procedures can be

executed. Third phase is streamlining the process. Key activities in this phase are

operations like benchmarking and analysis of big picture, risks and costs. This phase

can include even drastic procedures if that is what streamlining needs. Fourth phase,

implementation, measurements and controls finalizes new process implementation.

Proper measurements need to be implemented and feedback should be collected from

the systems as well as from employees in order to control and measure changes. Fifth

phase, continuous improvement, means that things can always be done better and

processes need to be supervised.

Similarly as Harrington presented his vision of BPI methodology, Rohleder & Silver

(1997, p. 141) designed their own process improvement framework that can be applied

in any process within any organization. This framework, like all the other frameworks,

should only be used as a guideline. Zangwill (1995) indicates that substantial benefits

can be obtained even if process improvement has been proceeded only to streamlining

phase. In figure 6 Rohleder’s and Silver’s framework is presented.
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Figure 6. Process improvement framework by Rohleder & Silvers (1997, p. 141).

In this master’s thesis’ empirical part, figure 6 framework combined with Harrington’s

process breakthrough methodology was decided to use as a foundation of analyzing

and improving current invoice process.

2.5.1 BPI-tools

As mentioned at the beginning of subchapter 2.4, process modelling creates the

foundation for process improvement but if processes are wanted to improve, then

deeper analyzes are needed. Based on the nature of this study, some BPI-tools were

decided to use either directly or indirectly.
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Pareto analysis
Pareto analysis can be used when large amount of data is analyzed, in other words, with

Pareto analysis can be evaluated where the focus should be. This is very useful analysis

tool especially in these kind of case studies. A Pareto diagram represents data in the

form of bar charts showing the frequency of items occurrence in descending order

(TQM process improvement tools, p. 5), which in this case is the number of invoices

received from suppliers in certain period. Pareto analysis is also called as “80/20 –rule”,

meaning for example that 80 % of companies’ revenue comes from 20 % of customers.

In this study, the 80-20 –rule is used when analyzed the invoice mass. The focus will

be on high-volume suppliers and if some of the findings can be duplicated with small

efforts also to low-volume suppliers, then those improvements can be also done there.

Root cause analysis
There is always some reason behind every problem. If the root causes are not identified

and eliminated out of the process, the process can’t be improved. (Andersen &

Fagerhaug 2000; Dew 1991; Sproul 2001) Figuratively speaking, if the root causes are

not identified the process management is more like extinguishing fires rather than

fixing the actual problems. ABB Drives’ current invoice handling costs are high and

invoice order matching for certain suppliers is bad. This is not analysis. The reasons

for those need to be analyzed and root cause analysis will be used with that. Based on

Pareto analysis, the biggest suppliers with bad OM-% will be evaluated in more

detailed level trying to find out the actual reasons why the invoices are not matched.

For example, if there are price mismatches between the invoice and the order, those

reasons need to be found out. Only saying that prices don’t match, is not accurate

enough.

2.6 Risk management
By definition, risk is “the occurrence of an event that has some consequences”. In

addition, vulnerabilities in processes enable risks to have an impact to

organization’s businesses and with different kinds of control mechanisms these

impacts can be reduced or prevent. (Kliem 2001, p. 71-72) According to Haimes

(1981), risk assessment and management can be developed in five steps: 1) risk
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identification 2) risk quantification and measurement 3) risk evaluation 4) risk

acceptance and avoidance, and 5) risk management.

Depending on the risk and what is the likeliness and the gravity of realized risk,

companies can be prepared in different ways: one way is simply accept the risks

and do nothing or prepare risk impact by different procedures, for example taking

insurances. (Laamanen & Tinnilä 2009, p 68) The base idea of risk management is

to recognize the areas that have the most negative consequences for the system and

put controls in these places. Risk management is not one-time occurrence but it

must be done continuously. (Kliem 2001, p. 72)

Until these days, risk management has been in some way isolated function from

traditional process management (Neiger et al. 2006, p. 2; Lambert et al. 2006, p.

187-188). Scott & Vessey (2002) have pointed out that companies’ risk analyzes

have been focused mainly on individual activities rather than having sufficient links

to quantitative risk models. Due to that reason, zur Muehlen and Rosemann (2005)

have proposed so called risk-oriented process management concept. One of the

main objectives of risk-oriented process management is to add more “risk-

awareness” in decision making processes when future process configurations are

done.  In  practice,  this  means  that  when  two  different  process  configurations  are

compared, the one which is less exposed to risks, should be chosen. When risk

minimization is expressed as one of the objectives of the relevant business process,

treating risks as business objectives enables. (Neiger et al. 2006, p. 4)

Even if the advantages of risk management are clear, it is not always done in

companies. Kliem (2001, p. 72) lists major reasons for not doing risk management.

Firstly, it is often seen as an administrative burden. There is also lack of skills and

understanding towards risk management and also proper information and data is

not always available. There are also different ways to categorize risks. Mattila

(2007, p. 228) divides risks in three categories: personnel risks, contract risks and

customer risks. Laamanen & Tinnilä (2009, p. 68) on the other hand divide risks as

operative risks and strategic risks.
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3 INVOICING
Like mentioned at the beginning of this master’s thesis, invoice processing is

something that every company needs to do: companies either sell or buy something

and following that, an invoice is either sent or received. That is why invoices should

not be seen as isolated documents but more like crucial link between physical and

financial supply chains. From the business process point of view, invoicing is

always the result – and also part of other processes that companies are doing in their

everyday business.

By  the  definition,  invoice  is  “a  document  issued  by  a  seller  to  the  buyer  that

indicates the quantities and costs of the products or services provider by the seller”

(E-conomic 2014). There are certain demands that need to be included in an invoice.

According to Finland’s Value-Added Tax Act (2003), every invoice must set out

the following particulars:

· issue date

· a sequential number

· the VAT number of seller and buyer

· full names and addresses of seller and buyer

· supplied quantity, price and nature of goods

· the date on which the goods or services were supplied or the date on which

a prepayment on account was made

· total price without VAT

· VAT rate and amount of payable VAT tax

· total price to be paid

In this chapter, the theories related to different kinds of invoices are discussed. Even

if the main focus is on electronic invoicing, paper-based invoicing cannot be passed:

in the year 2013 paper invoices’ proportion in Business-to-Business (B2B) and

Business-to-Government (B2G) segments were almost 95 % world-wide and in

Europe 80 % (Koch 2013, p. 8). However, it is clear that paper invoices are replaced

with electronic invoices at increasingly rapid pace.
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3.1 Paper/PDF invoicing
In this master’s thesis both physical paper invoices and PDF-invoices are combined

under paper invoicing definition. This is because of even if invoices are received

via email as PDF-format, the invoice handling process at receiving end remains the

same. Of course using PDF-invoices is more environmental friendly and invoices

are received much faster than via mail delivered paper invoices but the handling

process itself remains rather inefficient. Especially smaller companies prefer

sending PDF-invoices to their customers because this is supported by several tools,

it is inexpensive and also quick (Koch 2013, p. 18).

Paper invoices are still by far the most common way of invoicing, especially in

developing countries (Koch 2013, p. 8) Paper introduces several inefficiencies that

are in conflict with current business aims, such as cost-efficiency. Using paper

invoicing makes impossible to automate invoice process: as figure 7 illustrates,

paper invoices need to be shipped from sales organization to procurement

organization physically.

Figure 7. Paper-based invoice distribution. (Nienhuis & Bryant 2010, p. 14)

When a  paper  invoice  is  received,  it  is  nowadays  quite  typical  that  an  invoice  is

scanned to receiving company’s accounts payable system (AP System). It is up to

receiving company whether they arrange scanning by themselves or do they

outsource it to 3rd party service provider. Scanning process can be either manual (an
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employee scans an invoice and manually records the basic data) or optical (Optical

Character Recognition). With OCR, all the needed information from an invoice can

be moved automatically to digital format all the way to recipient’s AP system. This

automates  a  significant  part  of  an  invoice  receiving  process.  (Lahti  &  Salminen

2008, p. 56–57; e-InvoicingBasics 2014). Figure 8, illustrates a typical paper

invoice scanning process to recipient’s AP system.

Figure 8. Supplier sends a paper invoice which is scanned to recipients AP system either manually or
with OCR. (e-InvoicingBasics 2014)

The approach that is represented in figure 8 should be considered, at least in most

cases, as a step towards electronic invoicing. Even with OCR, the manual data

entries are often required and also the actual time-consuming and error-prone part

remains: the recipient’s AP department still has to capture the data into their own

system. (e-InvoicingBasics 2014)

Even if paper invoicing is by far the most common way to invoice it has several

disadvantages which are listed in table 1.
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Table 1. The disadvantages of paper invoicing for invoice sender and invoice receiver. (Koch 2013, p. 11-
13; Nienhuis & Bryant 2010, p. 15; Lahti & Salminen 2008, p. 49)

As can be seen in table 1 both invoice sender and invoice receiver face mainly the

same challenges. Thus, it should be in both parties interest to move into electronic

invoicing. The question is “what are the reasons why so many companies

stubbornly stay with paper invoicing?” According to Nienhuis & Bryant (2010, p.

15) the most notable reasons are the familiarity and accompanying predictability of

paper invoicing.  LogicaCMG (2007, p.1–2) has done a research for the main

arguments for retaining paper invoicing. The main arguments for companies to stay

with paper invoices were contractual, legislative, thoughts of technology

immaturity and also fear of frauds. This can be seen as a paradox because according

to Koch (2013, p.22) one of the electronic invoicing recognized benefits is

specifically prevention of frauds and tax avoidances. It is important to recognize

the fact that this LogicaCMG study is now seven years old and it is presumable that

companies’ points of views have changed and some of the mentioned reasons don’t

exist anymore.

3.2 Electronic invoicing
There is not only one definition for electronic invoicing (e-invoicing). Salmony &

Harald (2010, p. 372) define e-invoicing as “sending or making available of an

invoice and its subsequent storage wholly by electronic means”. European

Commission (2013) defines e-invoicing as electronic transfer of invoices between

business partners. Almeida & Romão (2010, p. 141) emphasizes that “the e-invoice

is an electronic document format equivalent to the one printed on paper, with legal

value, since it fulfils the requirements of the law.” As a clarification, transmitting

Invoice sender Invoice Receiver
high transaction costs high transaction costs
time-consuming invoice
sending process

time-consuming invoice
receiving process

long response time long response times
did the receiver get the
invoice?

did the sender send the
invoice?

archiving/ search archiving/ search
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electronic images of an invoice document is not considered as strict e-invoicing:

invoice data will not be automatically processed in the payment systems when email

attachments are used and thus do not provide end-to-end integration. This kind of

invoicing can be called semi-electronic (Koch 2013, p. 10) or unstructured e-

invoicing (Nienhuis & Bryant 2010, p. 17). In this master’s thesis, only invoices

transported and archived fully electronically from end-to-end are called e-invoicing

and e-invoicing in overall means both e-invoices and EDI-invoices which are

presented in subchapters 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.

3.2.1 E-invoice

E-invoice is electronically sent and received invoice which has all the same data

and information as paper-based invoice. Receiving company gets both the invoice

data and the image of the invoice for their internal approval cycles and archiving.

(Lahti & Salminen 2008, p. 57) The supplier sends invoices to buying

organization’s AP system via web-based form or directly from their own accounts

receivable system (AR system) (e-InvoicingBasics 2014). For sending and

receiving e-invoices the companies need appropriate software and operator (TIEKE

2014).

With e-invoices the context of invoices are standardized which allows end-to-end

automation without buyer’s AP administrator to give any data input (Lahti &

Salminen 2008, p. 57; e-InvoicingBasics 2014). The content of e-invoice is mainly

constant and it is not dependent on what kind of AP system the buyer is using. This

makes the implementation phase of e-invoicing very easy. There is no need to make

any adaptations to different suppliers or buyers. (Lahti & Salminen 2008, p. 61)

You can say that with e-invoices “one size fits all” and because of that, using e-

invoices can be easier and more cost-efficient than using EDI-invoicing.

According to Koch (2013, p. 29), the most efficient way to get invoice recipient’s

or issuer’s counterparts “on board” with e-invoicing, is to use so-called “opt-out –

model”. This means that the company informs its counterparts that there is a

possibility to send invoices electronically and after the set deadline only e-invoices
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are allowed. Usually, some kind of penalty fee is included for those keeping paper

invoices. If the counterparts want to “opt-out”, they have to inform about it. This

kind of approach can be done mainly by bigger companies who are in strong

purchasing position. The other, not so efficient way, is to use “opt-in –model” which

is more persuasive approach. In this model the recipient or issuer announces that

there is a possibility to send e-invoices and those who are willing to “opt-in” can

start e-invoicing after the certain date.

3.2.2 EDI-invoice

It  is  important  to  make  a  difference  between  e-invoices  and  EDI-invoices

(Electronic Data Interchange). Sometimes these two terms are mixed and used in

same context.  Both are electronic invoices but EDI-invoices are more like “tailor-

made” solutions between two parties when e-invoices are more like “one size fits

all –type solutions”. Using EDI is not anything new and revolutionary: EDI is one

of the oldest standards and was already used in the 1970s between companies’

invoice data exchange (Kivijärvi et al. 2012, p. 530). Nienhuis & Bryant (2010, p.

16) summarizes EDI as “an electronic transfer of data from computer to computer

using an agreed structured format that can be generated and read by a computer

and processed automatically.”.

There  are  two  key  elements  in  EDI.  The  first  one  is  that  paper  is  replaced  with

electronic documents and the second one is that the documents are exchanged as

standardized format (GXS 2008, p. 3). EDI needs certain standards because

documents are processed by computers and not by humans. With standards, both

sending- and receiving companies’ systems recognize what kind of information is

included in the documents. If there weren’t any standards, each company would

send their documents using their company-specific formats which are not likely

supported in receiving company’s system. There are several different standards

available (for example ANSI, EDIFACT, XML) and from those standards, there

are even more different versions (for example ANSI 5010, EDIFACT D12)

(Edibasics, 2015).
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According to Lahti & Salminen (2008, p. 60-61) EDI-invoicing is expensive project

between trading parties and operators working between them. This means in

practice that EDI-invoicing would be available for only bigger companies.

However, there are different possible ways to implement EDI between buying- and

selling organizations and in some cases smaller companies can be implemented

along with EDI with small effort and small amount of money. Those cases are

reviewed in this master’s thesis empirical part because one the key aspects of this

study is to recognize when EDI-invoicing should be tried to implement with

suppliers and in which cases simple e-invoices are better solution.

In the next subchapter, the benefits of e-invoicing overall are reviewed but what are

the benefits that EDI parties receive specifically when they are implementing EDI

into their processes? Below is the summarized list of some of the noted benefits.

· processing speed increases

· data entry costs reduces

· basically no mailing costs and paper handling (removing non-value added

parts from the process)

· no need for large inventories

· better cash management

· better customer satisfaction

· more close co-operation between parties

(Smith 1988, p. 2; TIEKE 2015; GSX 2008, p. 6-8)

3.2.3 Benefits of e-invoicing

The invoicing process has been recognized as one of the key processes to be

automated between buying and selling organizations. It makes sense to try to

automate invoicing processes because there are several indications that show

invoice volume increasing 2-3 % every year (Koch 2013, p. 33). These reason are,

for example, increase of population, suppliers’ improved working capital (which

has led shorter credits for clients) and also some legislative reasons.
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There are several benefits for using e-invoicing. Probably the most important

benefit factor is cost savings that can be significant. The Finnish State Treasury,

along with some Finnish companies (Dorota et al. 2008, p. 4) have estimated that

processing one paper invoice costs 30-50 euros in total. By moving to e-invoicing,

the total processing costs can be lowered to 10 euros by semi-automated invoice

processing and even to one euro with fully automated process. According to Koch

(2013, p. 8) electronic and automated invoice process can result 60–80 % monetary

savings compared to traditional paper-based invoicing. Also OpusCapita (2013),

which is a Finnish leader in financial process and cash flow automation, promises

80 % savings with e-invoices. The more invoices cycle from employee to employee

and the more accurate is the cost center classification, the higher the processing

costs per invoice are. The cost savings that comes when using e-invoicing differ

and there for there are no exact answer for monetary savings.

Comparing figures 9 and 10 simplifies the saving potential.

Figure 9. Traditional paper-based invoicing (Myllynen 2011, p.9)
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Figure 10. E-invoicing process (Myllynen 2011, p. 11)

As can be seen from figures 9 and 10, using e-invoicing automates and digitalizes

nearly every tasks that are needed with Order-to-Pay –process. This saves both time

and money but also reduces the human error risks significantly.

Because e-invoices bring transaction cost savings and speed up invoice processing,

buying organizations usually prefer suppliers who have the possibility to send e-

invoices.  This,  of  course,  requires  that  the  buying  organization  is  capable  of

receiving e-invoices. Nowadays, it is little controversial, weather the ability to use

e-invoices bring any specific competitive advantage to small and medium

enterprises (SME’s) because more and more the bigger companies are demanding

their counterparts to move into e-invoicing (Koch 2013, p. 11). Koch continues

(2013, p. 11) that e-invoicing has reached even smaller companies during last few

years.  The  reasons  for  organizations’  to  go  more  and  more  with  e-invoicing  are

typically stakeholders’ pressure, internal cost pressure, process innovation and

automation, quality improvements and public sector initiatives (Koch 2013, p. 35).

Seems like SME’s have started to see e-invoicing process more like savings and

nearly mandatory requirement for future business relationship.
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3.3 The importance of fluent invoice process
In today’s globalized world, competition between companies is fierce. In the past,

before globalization, companies competed mainly against other companies from the

same country. That is not a case anymore, though: the world is open, margins are

smaller, customers are better informed and they have higher and higher

expectations but they are not ready to pay more money in proportion. This means

that, in order to survive, companies have to gain competitive advantage in cost-

efficiency and productivity.  But how they can carry out this? Moudry (2012)

summarizes companies challenge: “Today’s economic reality is that of increased

competition, better informed and demanding customers, and relentless pressure to

cut costs. Companies are being asked to do more with less. Improving processes

has become a top priority for all types of businesses.” The key question, however,

is that how companies react to this today’s challenging market environment? Those

companies, who can see this as an opportunity to optimize their own environment

and business processes (which invoicing definitely is as mentioned earlier in this

texts) will become stronger compared to their competitors.

E-invoicing potential has been widely recognized and the governments of many

countries have taken an active role to drive companies towards e-invoicing. For

example in Denmark the law permits only e-invoices to the public sector (Dorota et

al. 2008, p. 8). Even if many studies have pointed out massive cost savings with e-

invoicing, the problem is that many companies are struggling to survive with their

daily businesses. Even there is a huge monetary saving potential, they may see that

they don’t have possibility to improve their invoice process or at least they should

have very strong incentives to do so. This is kind of a paradox because one of the

biggest benefits of implementing e-invoicing is significant monetary savings.

As proven previously in this master’s thesis, fluent invoicing creates the backbone

for companies’ core-competence. It is not only about how much time and money

companies are using to manually handle their invoices but it is the recourses that

are away from something else. In order to be able to respond this fierce competition

that is on-going all the time at the business-field, the processes like invoicing need
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to be at good level. With small improvements and small efforts, the invoicing

processes can be improved and this cumulates to companies’ better competitiveness

all the way.

In the next chapter, the case study of this master’s thesis is presented and above

mentioned theories are applied in practise.
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4 CASE STUDY: CURRENT SITUATION ANALYSIS
In this chapter ABB Drives and Controls’ current invoice process is explained and

analyzed. First, in subchapter 4.1, the used data collection methods are introduced.

Following that, in subchapter 4.2, different invoice process parties are shortly

presented. In subchapter 4.3, the current invoice process is modelled and explained

as detailed as seen appropriate. Based on the modelling, the current process

challenges are introduced in subchapter 4.4.

4.1 Data collection
The writer of this thesis had some kind of foreknowledge of the used invoice

process. Working as a purchaser in the case company during summer 2011 and due

to that, having some kind of experience of purchasers’ responsibilities, helped to

get started with the empirical part of this study. However, purchasers’ tasks are only

one part of the whole Order-to-Pay process and some changes in purchasing duties

have happened since 2011 so lots of additional information was needed. After the

kick-off meeting with the steering committee, the members of the committee sent

all kinds of information via email to the writer of this thesis which they considered

to be relevant considering this study. Already, before the kick-off meeting,

supervisor Kimmo Lampinen had sent some informative documents and files to

help to get this study started. Also, the writer of this thesis searched several

informative documents on his own from the case company’s intranet and also

created some statistical reports from the ERP.

Current situation analysis was a result from multiple different sources. In figure 11,

the main sources for creating current situation analysis are presented. As can be

seen, the main sources are divided in three sections: 1) existing reports, analysis

and instructions 2) interviews with relevant persons and 3) email survey which was

decided to send to all purchasers in Finland and in Estonia. Figure 12 then visualizes

the process of how to find correct persons to give answers for needed questions.
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Figure 11. Main sources for current situation analysis.

Figure 12. Data collection process.
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4.1.1 Structured email survey

One of the most important reasons to this study was to find out solutions of how to

reduce manual invoice handling. In order to recognize this existing recourse

potential in practice, the first thing needed to know was how much time purchasers,

the ones who are manually handling and solving non-matching invoices in business

units, are currently using. There was no existing data of that. With the agreement

of steering committee, a structured email survey was decided to be used in order to

find  this  out.  The  email  survey  was  launched  before  the  actual  interviews  were

committed, roughly two months after the kick-off meeting. The survey was sent to

all purchasers in Finland and in Estonia (approximately 15 people in total). Given

response time was two weeks.

In the survey purchasers were asked to estimate how much time they use to handle

one invoice and how they would divide, in percentages, their overall invoices into

“easy cases”, “medium cases” and “difficult cases”. Of course these are very

subjective estimations but because this survey was sent to all purchasers in Finland

and in Estonia and approximately half of them responded to it, the results can be

seen valid enough. The highest and the lowest values were dropped out and the

average handling times and “case-category” percentages were calculated from the

rest of the estimations, which were surprisingly similar. These results can be seen

as resource potential: it was already known, how many invoices are manually

handled per year and also how much it costs. What wasn’t known, however, was

how many man-hours purchasers are using with these manual invoice handlings.

With the given time-estimations of purchasers this could be estimated now.

Also in the survey, purchasers’ familiarity with the whole invoice process, different

available invoice models and invoice processing costs were under review. This was

especially important to find out because purchasers are the ones who communicate

with suppliers and they should be aware of the different possible invoice models

when guiding suppliers towards the best suitable model. This means that there is no

“one  size  fits  all”  solution  and  with  different  kinds  of  suppliers,  the  most  cost-
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efficient way to invoice varies. The deeper analysis of which kind of invoice model

should be used with different kinds of suppliers are presented in subchapter 5.2

There were also four free questions and six statements where the respondents had

to either totally agree, totally disagree or choose something between those two

alternatives. At the end of the survey, there was a possibility to give free comments

or suggest topics that the respondent feels need to be taken into consideration in this

study.

The results of the survey

According to the survey, average time to handle one “easy” invoice was two

minutes. In “medium” difficulty invoices average handling time was nine minutes

per invoice and in “difficult” cases the average handling time per invoice was 34

minutes. The percentage split among the respondents was 55 % easy cases, 34 %

medium cases and 11 % difficult cases.

The most shocking observation is that with these time estimations and having over

74 000 invoices in manual process, the needed time to process these invoices is

nearly 10 000 hours. Even if not all of these invoices are processed by purchasers,

because this 74 000 includes every single invoice that ABB has received

To question “How familiar you are with ABB Drives and Controls’ invoice process

as a whole?” all the respondents answered alternative “B” which means that the

respondents are quite familiar with the overall process. To question “How well you

know all the possible invoice models that are used in ABB Drives and Controls

invoices?” 5/8 respondents answered alternative “B”. One answered alternative

“A” (very well) and two answered alternative “C” (not very well). Question number

five was “Do you know how much it costs to process one invoice with different

possible invoice models?” and in that question one respondent answered alternative

“A” which means that he/she knows it (almost) exactly. All the other respondents

answered alternative “B”, meaning that they have some kind of knowledge of that.
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The  writer  of  this  thesis  and  most  members  of  the  steering  committee  had  a

presumption that EDI-invoicing is the direction where ABB Drives and Controls

wants to guide most of its suppliers, especially bigger ones. Because of this, it was

natural to ask purchasers’ opinion about EDI-invoicing. 4/8 respondents claimed

that they know what EDI-invoicing is and they have a clear opinion about it. All of

them felt that EDI-invoicing should be preferred over other invoicing models.

In free questions the most notable observations were that 6/8 respondents feel that

they don’t have enough time to handle their non-matched invoices. Purchasers were

also asked to evaluate how often they have been in contact with Shared Accounting

Services (SAS) and did it help. SAS is introduced in more detailed level in

subchapter 4.2 but shortly; it offers centralized accounting services to all local ABB

business units. All of the respondents had been in touch with SAS and felt they got

help when contacting to SAS. However, one respondent felt that communicating

with SAS is difficult and this respondent hopes that SAS employees could be

reached better with ABB’s internal communication tool so that unclear cases could

be discovered in real-time.

Statements didn’t offer any shocking results when analyzed as total. The average

scores are summarized in table 2. There are, however, some interesting answers, for

example to the statement “If I notice some grievances considering invoice process

and I contact to someone, I can trust that things are going to improve”, two

respondents totally disagreed and four respondents in some level disagreed about

the statement. From process improvement point of view these kind of feelings are

the worst ones because if people don’t believe that things are going to change even

they report about their observations, they are not going keep reporting if they feel

it is meaningless. Who can be a better observer of the process than those who are

daily working with it?  Eventually this leads to continuous improvement ending and

“it has always been done this way –thinking”.
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Table 2. Summary of email survey’s statement responses.

All in all, the email survey served its meaning and opened some themes to take into

consideration before starting to interview different parties of the process.

4.1.2 Interviews

After reading out existing materials and getting the email survey feedbacks, the

actual interviews were carried out. The interviews were executed as face-to-face in

1-2 hour meetings. As was illustrated in figure 12, the correct persons were defined

with the assistance of the steering committee.  Using interviews is very typical for

qualitative researches. According to Hirsjärvi et al. (2007, p. 200) the interview

sessions can be controlled based on the answers of the interviewees and during the

sessions there is a possibility to ask further questions. Eskola & Suoranta (1998, p.

86–88) divide interviews into three categories: structured-, half-structured- and

theme interviews. Based on the nature of this study, theme interviews were selected

to be used. In every interview session there was a certain theme of which the
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interviewees were informed beforehand. There was also certain amount of

questions made beforehand. Usually theme interviews are a little more informal

than strictly structured interview sessions and this allows variations depending on

who is being interviewed. Eventually, most sessions turned into open conversations

and changes of thoughts, which was kind of a goal for these sessions. All of the

interviews were recorded and transcribed afterwards.

The interviewees are presented in table 3. Some of the interviewees were met two

or even three times during this study. In addition to these scheduled face-to-face

meetings, several internal chat conversations and phone calls with different

specialists,  for  example  SAS  Accounting  Center  Analyst,  ABB  Drives  and

Controls’ Administrative assistant and several buyers, were committed.

Table 3. The list of interviewees
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4.2 Stakeholders
ABB Drives and Controls’ invoice process is relatively wide and therefore the most

relevant  parties  are  introduced  here  so  that  the  description  of  the  process  can  be

understood easier.

4.2.1 Shared Accounting Services

Shared Accounting Services’ (SAS) are local, centralized and non-profitable

accounting units that are responsible for local business units’ accounting. ABB

Group’s  mission  is  to  implement  local  SAS centers  to  all  ABB countries.  In  the

beginning of year 2014, there were 37 local SAS centers all over the world. SAS

Finland is located in Vaasa and it was founded in the year 1999. There are about 60

people working in SAS Finland. SAS core-processes can be divided into three

categories: accounts payables, accounts receivables and general accounting. In this

thesis the focus is on SAS’ accounts payable processes. (ABB Intranet 2014)

SAS reports to local business units monthly of different accounting KPIs (Key

Performance Indicators). These KPIs include, for example, invoice OM-

percentages by supplier, invoice cycle times and analysis of invoices. Also data of

how many invoices are with PO, what percentage of invoices are scanned in

Company A/ SAS, how many e-invoices have received etc. are also reported. These

reports are delivered to business units’ SCM managers every month. (ABB Intranet

2014)

One of SAS Finland’s duties is  to monitor a 3rd party scanning service provider.

SAS and this company have quality meetings in every quarter. Before every quality

meeting SAS compiles the report of this company’s made errors and at the meeting

they discuss about the possible mistakes and find solutions how to avoid same kind

of mistakes and continuously improve their co-operation. SAS is also making some

internal monitoring, for example, how many invoices they have received, how

many invoices they have processed, and how many invoices are still ongoing

processing. This monitoring is made at team level and not at individual level. SAS

success rate is also measured. SAS is not directly responsible of the invoices that
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are on cycle at business units but an overall fluent invoice process is on their

responsibility.  If  the  invoices  are  left  to  hang  for  too  long  at  the  business  unit’s

purchasers’ eFlow account, SAS will send reminders that the invoices should be

handled so the payments can be completed to supplier.

4.2.2 External scanning partner

Due to confidential reasons, in this master’s thesis ABB’s external scanning

partner’s name cannot be mentioned. So therefore this company is called as

“Company A”. Company A is a global provider of information management

services. They scan invoices and fill the basic data so that invoices can be processed

fluently in SAS. Company A is part of ABB Drives and Controls’ invoice process

only when suppliers send paper- or PDF invoices. Using Company A is necessary

because many invoices are still delivered by paper or in PDF-format. If all invoices

were e-invoices or EDI-invoices, Company A’s services would not be needed

anymore.

4.2.3 Suppliers

Suppliers are naturally an extremely important part of the Order-to-Pay process.

Firstly, suppliers process orders, deliver them and then charge them. In this study,

the most interesting part of suppliers’ actions is charging. There are three different

ways to send invoices to ABB: by paper (or by PDF), by e-invoice and by EDI-

invoice. For a fluent invoicing process it is crucial that suppliers’ are doing their

actions thoroughly. This means that invoices are matching to purchase order

confirmations, invoices are sent as agreed and orders are delivered on time. It is fair

to say that suppliers’ actions create a backbone for whole fluent invoicing process

and if suppliers are not doing their part, the fluent invoicing process is not possible.

This can be seen in figure 13: if three-way matching is good (PO exists, correct

materials with correct quantities are received, and the invoice is received and it

matches the order) invoices are processed automatically in Basware eFlow Order

Matching process, meaning that invoices don’t need to be handled manually in

LBUs (local business units). This saves units’ money but especially purchasers’

time.
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Figure 13. Collaboration between LBUs and SAS. (ABB Shared Accounting Services 2014)

In annual meetings with suppliers, purchasers and sourcing managers can discuss

about desired invoicing model.  Usually suppliers are “the limiting factors”. Some

suppliers ERP’s may be so aged that using EDI-invoicing is not possible without

acquiring new ERP. There can be also other reasons that suppliers want (or need)

to stay with paper-based invoicing. For example, if the supplier is a part of bigger

group and then this group makes an alignment that EDI-invoicing is not a business

case for them because of low volumes then there is not much to do for ABB’s point

of view.

4.2.4 Carriers

Carriers are physically transporting deliveries from suppliers to ABB’s factories or

external warehouses. Carriers send freight invoices either to ABB Shared

Accounting Services or to suppliers, based on what is the agreed term of delivery

with the supplier. During current situation analysis, it turned out that handling

freight invoices seems to be the biggest single challenge in ABB Drives and

Controls’ invoice process because invoice volumes are very high and every invoice

needs to be handled manually. This is because there is no purchase order in

transportations (no possibility of three-way matching). Also the instructions and
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knowledge of how to handle freight invoices are inadequate. Freight invoices are

analyzed in more detailed level later on this study.

4.3 Current invoice process
In this subchapter ABB Drives and Controls’ Order-to-Pay process is both

visualised and explained. First, the used graphical representation method is

introduced and after that RACI matrix which was decided to use as a supportive

tool for current situation analysis, is briefly explained. After that, the current Order-

to-Pay process is explained at a basic level. Accurately written step-by-step

explanations  of  every  part  of  the  process  wasn’t  seen  reasonable.  All  process

flowcharts can be found as an appendix at the end of this thesis. To get better view

of the challenges faced with current invoice process and how these kind of

situations are handled, some common invoicing scenarios are introduced at the end

of this subchapter.

4.3.1 Process flowcharts and RACI matrix

After the interviews were performed, the visual process modelling was carried out.

The foundation of a proper process analysis is to model current process steps as

detailed as seen appropriate. In order to get an accurate enough process modelling,

the process was divided into several subprocesses. According to SCM development

manager there is no coherent process modelling method used in ABB Drives and

Controls.  It  was  agreed  that  using  Microsoft  Visio  –program and drawing  cross-

functional flowcharts with so-called swim lanes would serve the meaning of visual

process modelling. After the first versions of flowcharts were drawn, comments and

amendments were asked from people who are familiar with that part of the process.

After all subprocesses were approved, they were put together as “ABB Drives and

Controls invoice process” that can be found in total as an appendix 1 at the end of

this thesis along with all subprocess drawings.

In the meeting with SCM development manager it was also agreed that a so-called

RACI matrix (Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, Informed) will be created

from value-added parts of the Order-to-Pay process to support visual flowcharts. In
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the matrix, the functions and tasks are on vertical axis and the functional roles are

on horizontal axis. RACI works as a great tool especially in cases were roles and

responsibilities are unclear. The roles of a process are:

· Responsible (“Doer”): the one(s) who perform the activity and is

responsible for action

· Accountable (“Buck  Stops  Here”):  the  one  who  has  the  ultimate

accountability of the task, power of veto. Only one “A” can be assigned per

one activity

· Consulted (“In  the  Loop”):  the  one(s)  to  be  consulted  prior  to  a  final

decision (two-way communication)

· Informed (“FYI”): the one(s) that need to be informed after the decision/

action is taken (one-way communication) (LSIS 2010, p. 5)

The following quote from LSIS (2010, p. 6) summarizes well why RACI is needed

to clarify different responsibilities: “There was an important job to be done and

Everybody was asked to do it. Everybody was sure Somebody would do it. Anybody

could have done it, but Nobody did it.”

4.3.2 Order-to-Pay process

Order-to-Pay process is considered to start from the moment a purchase order

requisition is created and it is considered to end when the payment is committed.

PO requisition can be created as a result from SAP material requirements planning

(MRP) or it can be created by someone, for example some proto orders. After the

PO requisition has been made, a purchaser commits an order. There are mainly two

different types of orders: direct and indirect orders. Raw materials, different kinds

of components and materials are examples of direct orders. Different kinds of

services, office supplies and MROs (Maintenance, Repair, Operating) are examples

of indirect orders. The main focus in this master’s thesis is on direct orders but

indirect order challenges are also presented in subchapter 4.3.3.
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After the order is made, the supplier receives the purchase order and sends the PO

confirmation, either via email to purchaser or electronically directly to SAP. In PO

confirmation supplier confirms order prices, quantities and materials and delivery

dates. If the PO confirmation doesn’t match the made PO, either the purchaser

changes the order manually to match the PO confirmation or, if PO confirmation is

received in SAP, automatic workflow is processing the order to match received

confirmation.

After sending the PO confirmation, the supplier delivers the order according to

agreed terms. If the order is material order, a carrier delivers the order to agreed

location and sends the freight invoice to ABB or to the supplier based on terms of

delivery. Usually freight invoices are send as collecting invoices, for example, all

transportations from one month are charged with one invoice. When the carrier has

delivered the order either to ABB’s factory or to external warehouse (HUB), the

order is received and this creates a foundation for Order Matching: with material

orders, if goods reception (GR) is missing, an invoice goes always into manual

processing.

Until the point materials are physically delivered, the Order-to-Pay process works

more or less similarly. The variations for the process start when the supplier and the

carrier are sending the invoices. How the process goes from that point, depends on

used invoicing model. Next, the possible invoice models that are used in ABB are

presented one by one.

Paper/ PDF invoicing

Paper invoicing is the most expensive and the most time consuming way to invoice

and it should be used as little as possible. Nowadays it takes virtually no

investments from a supplier to send e-invoices so it is hard to find reasons for

systematic paper invoicing. Nevertheless, paper invoicing is still used relatively

often and there are still couple of bigger suppliers using paper invoicing. Sending

PDF invoices is also counted as “paper invoicing” because even though it takes the

paper out of the process the invoices still need to be processed manually and
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scanned to AP system. This is totally useless and a non-value added phase of the

process.

In the year 2014 about 20 % of ABB Drives and Controls’ invoices were received

either in PDF- or in paper format. Different ways to steer suppliers away from paper

invoicing are, for example, using opt-in and opt-out models that were presented in

subchapter 3.2.1. Using opt-out model may be an effective way to steer suppliers

towards electronic invoicing but on the other hand there is always a risk that no

changes still happen. Using “the ultimatum” to your key suppliers and still not

getting the results you wanted leaves you with a tight situation: you have used all

your means to persuade suppliers, so this kind of approach needs extreme

consideration.

In cases where supplier sends paper- or PDF invoice, the invoice is received in

Company A. During the same day or following day of receiving the invoice

Company A scans the invoice and fills in the basic data of the invoice and prepares

it for sending. This phase takes 1–2 days. After this the invoice is delivered via a

3rd party operator into Basware eFlow system that is in use in SAS.

E-invoicing

When suppliers and carriers send e-invoices instead of paper invoices, the previous

scanning phase can be totally skipped. This points out in practice how useless paper

invoices actually are. If the invoices are paper invoices, they first need to be scanned

and after that SAS receives them. If the invoices are e-invoices, SAS receives them

immediately. SAS receives all their invoices in XML-format and they get invoices

from three different locations: 1) from Company A via a 3rd party operator after the

scanning phase is completed 2) directly from suppliers via a 3rd party operator and

in rare cases 3) somewhere else, for example, via email.

SAS receives two different types of invoices: invoices with purchase order (RE)

and invoices without purchase order (KR). RE-invoices go straight into Basware

Order Matching module (OM module) where the invoices are tried to get matched
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with the purchase orders. By default the waiting time is five days. This is because,

in most cases, invoices are received sooner than deliveries and because of that,

goods receptions are waited. When the delivery arrives at ABB factory or in

external warehouse and goods reception is made with correct prices and correct

quantities (three-way matching) the invoice goes through OM module all the way

to SAP AP system and the payment is committed. If the waiting time expires, the

invoice is not automatically transferred to manual BU invoice cycle. First the

invoice goes to SAS purchase invoice handler who finds that the invoice is RE-type

and its waiting time has expired. The purchase invoice handler compares the invoice

to  the  made  PO  to  find  out  whether  there  are still mismatches, e.g. with prices,

quantities or missing GR. If the purchase invoice handler finds out that by now

everything is good between the invoice and the PO, then the invoice is transferred

to SAP AP system waiting for payment. If there are still mismatches, the purchase

invoice handler changes the invoice type, based on the reason what is wrong with

the invoice and sets the invoice for manual cycle to correct BU’s purchaser.

In cases where a purchaser knows that five days waiting time is not long enough,

she or he can just inform SAS to add more waiting time for the invoices. This kind

of procedure is applied for example with Asian suppliers where material deliveries

can take more than one month. Only one waiting time setting is possible for one

supplier so if the waiting time is set to 30 days, then all the invoices coming from

that particular supplier will be held 30 days unless the invoices are manually

transferred into manual cycle.

Unlike RE-type invoices, KR-type invoices go automatically into eFlow manual

invoice handling. SAS purchase invoice handler changes the invoice type based on

the reason why the invoice is on manual cycle or what kind of order is behind on

that invoice. There are over ten different possible invoice types, and the invoice

type that the purchase invoice handler chooses defines how the invoice cycle goes.

For some invoice types only an approval of BUs is needed as with some invoice

types both a review and an approval are needed, done by two different persons.

Purchase invoice handler also commits preliminary posting that includes e.g.
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correct account, correct tax code and correct cost center. She or he also writes down

the comments for the reviewer, for example “goods receipt missing”. After this the

invoice  is  send  to  BU for  review and/or  approval  cycle.  With  the  comments  the

reviewer can get better view of what she or he needs to do. For example, if a GR is

missing the reviewer (usually the purchaser) contacts the place where the materials

should have been delivered. If the materials are found the GR can be made. If

materials are not found, the reviewer contacts to supplier to find out where the

materials are. After the materials are found and quantities are as they should be the

GR can be made. The reviewer sends the invoice to approval with comments, like

“please, accept” so the approver knows that everything is good between the invoice

and the order. Once the approval has been done the invoice goes to SAP AP system

and the payment is committed.

It is in SAS’ and business units’ common interest to make orders with PO as often

as possible. Even if the invoice would still go to manual cycle, for example because

of price mismatches, there is always a possibility to process the invoice

automatically (without PO there is not that possibility) and also having a PO with

which the invoice can be compared makes SAS purchase invoice handler’s posting

phase lot easier. OM works the best when there is only one invoice per purchase

order. With collecting invoices OM doesn’t work that well: if there is even one

mismatch in a row of the invoice, the whole collecting invoice goes to manual cycle.

The more thorough the orders are done, the more likely the whole Order-to-Pay

process is running smoothly and the more likely the money and time are saved at

the end of the process.

The handling costs for invoice depends greatly whether the incoming invoice type

is “KR” or “RE”. If the invoice goes through OM module, there are no handling

costs. If the “KR” invoice goes to manual cycle, the handling costs are 7,5 euros at

minimum. If the reviewer from business unit decides to return the invoice to SAS’

purchase invoice handler, for example, the reviewer wants to change posting data,

then the invoice handling costs are 10 euros per one extra cycle. Figure 14

demonstrates the invoice handling costs at SAS.
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Figure 14. SAS transactional prices for invoices.

Figure 14 illustrates why current bad OM-percentage is a problem for ABB Drives

and Controls. When there are lots of invoices that need to be handled manually the

handling costs for invoices are massive. Invoice volumes get higher and higher but

OM-percentage stays low or even gets worse. Right now ABB Drives and Controls

pays hundreds of thousands of euros per year to SAS for this manual invoice

handling. In addition, this huge amount of manual invoice handling takes plenty of

purchasers’ time. Time, that could be used so much efficiently and more value-

added way.

EDI-invoicing

Third possible way to invoice is to use EDI-invoicing. Using EDI-invoices is

dexterous in many ways for both ABB and a supplier. A supplier can send invoices

24/7. All data is moving electronically so it doesn’t matter when invoices are send.

Another advantage is that EDI-invoicing is arranged between BU and a supplier

and because of that, SAS is not a part of the invoicing process. Often it keeps

processes simpler when there are fewer parties involved. SAS charges business

units for their accounting services and even if it is internal money for ABB Group,
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from a business unit’s point of view they are still costs that should be minimized.

The third advantage of EDI is technical structure of invoice format which “forces”

the invoices to have certain amount of information before they are sent. This already

eliminates many OM mismatches. Usually matching in EDI-invoices is very good,

near 100 %.

When ABB and a supplier have built an interface between each other’s ERPs, the

supplier sends invoices via ABB’s own message broker BizTalk. Another option is

that the supplier sends the EDI-invoices via one of two 3rd party operators that ABB

is using. By far the most used and preferred solution for ABB is to use BizTalk.

With BizTalk basically the only costs for ABB are the interface building costs. If

the interface is built from scratch then the costs are 2000-4000 euros per interface.

However, if there already exists an interface with that particular ERP system then

ABB can exploit same structures with different suppliers so that the building costs

of the new interface are only couple of hundreds of euros. Also, if that particular

mapping already exists the time to build this new interface is roughly only one hour.

With 3rd party operators every received invoice costs 14-16 cents and there is also

a monthly fee that is approximately 30 euros. At the end of this thesis there are more

accurate analysis of situations when it is preferable to use BizTalk and when a 3rd

party operator may be better. When BizTalk is used ABB can retrieve invoices

directly from suppliers’ servers and transfer them into their own system using either

FTP-, HTTP- or SMTP adapters. This kind of approach is usually preferred with

bigger suppliers. Other solution that can be applied is that a supplier sends invoices

as an email attachments. This is preferred solution especially with smaller suppliers

with whom creating a new interface is not seen reasonable and a 3rd party operator

is  not  wanted  to  be  used.  Emails  are  sent  to  a  specified  email  address  where  the

attachments including invoice message files are separated from the actual email.

After that BizTalk gathers and processes the invoices through correct mapping all

the way to SAP. Supplier needs to be careful when sending these emails because

they work as coding principal, and if the subject is written incorrectly, the email is

not processed.
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Bigger suppliers have been tried to get along with EDI-invoicing. The reasons were

listed earlier. Sometimes there are challenges considering suppliers that are part of

a bigger international group. If their group aligns that there is no need for EDI-

invoicing for that particular supplier because Finnish markets are so small from the

corporate point of view, then trying to implement EDI is often a waste of time.

Currently EDI-invoices cover roughly 40 % of ABB Drives and Controls’ invoices.

4.3.3 Case examples of current Order-to-Pay process challenges

In this subchapter, three common scenarios are presented. These scenarios are

repeated more or less daily and are causing extra costs and time consuming for

ABB.

Order is made with estimate prices

One of the biggest ABB’s supplier has a very poor OM-percentage. In 2014 ABB

Drives received 7350 invoices from that supplier and only 39,1 % of those invoices

went through automatic OM module. Rest of the invoices went through at least one

manual review cycle. Quantitatively this means nearly 4474 invoices. This supplier

is  one  of  Finland’s  leading  contract  manufacturers  in  the  field  of  sheet  metal

mechanics and with this supplier, e-invoicing has been used so far.

There is one major reason why the OM-percentage is so low for that specific

supplier. From that supplier, the orders are often made with estimate prices. This is

not unusual procedure, especially when ordering mechanics. Lots of orders are for

ABB’s new product family ACS880 that don’t have specified prices so when the

order is made, the order price is often marked as 0,11 euros, indicating that the order

is made with estimate price. By itself, this wouldn’t be a problem if the supplier

confirms the prices before sending the invoice. After the confirmation, the

confirmed unit prices can be updated to purchase order so when the invoice arrives,

the prices are correctly at the purchase order. With this specific supplier, this hasn’t

worked. As mentioned earlier in this study, if the supplier is not doing its duties
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properly, the fluent Order-to-Pay process is not possible. When the supplier

neglects the price confirmation, the following happens:

Figure 15. The sequence when the PO and the invoice are not matching.

Figure 15 visualizes the common sequence what happens when the purchase order

and the invoice are not matching. The purchaser creates the purchase order with

estimate prices because the actual prices are not known when the order is made.

The supplier receives the purchase order and starts to arrange the delivery. The

supplier packs the ordered materials and the carrier delivers the materials to agreed

place. During this, the supplier has sent the invoice to SAS for this purchase order.

On the invoice, the material prices are correct. But, in ABB’s ERP system, the

material prices are still marked as “0,11 euros” per unit. This is because the supplier

never sent the purchase order confirmation to ABB so that PO’s material prices

could be updated. What happens next is that the invoice is tried to get matched for

the set waiting time. If the prices are not changed to purchase order during that

waiting time (which won’t happen because the purchaser hasn’t even seen the

invoice yet), the invoice goes to manual cycle. When the purchaser receives the

invoice on hers/his e-Flow account, all that purchaser needs to do is to go on the
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purchase order and change the prices. After this, the invoice has to be approved so

the purchaser sends this invoice to some of hers/his colleagues for approval. When

the approval is done, the invoice can be paid.

The above was just one example of the consequences what happens when the

supplier skips its duties. All this extra work could be avoided if the supplier sent

purchase order confirmation correctly on time. The example was from that specific

mechanics supplier but the principles are the same for all suppliers. PO

confirmations need to be sent and they need to be correct. Sometimes, especially

with materials that are ordered with larger lot sizes, the supplier delivers more

material than were actually ordered. As a new feature, the purchaser gets the

electronic information from the reception that GR can’t be made for the specific PO

because of quantity mismatch. Like mentioned earlier, usually invoices are received

in SAS sooner than the materials are delivered to warehouse. However, within the

GR waiting time in SAS, the purchaser can make the correction to PO so that GR

can be processed and the invoice can go through OM module without manual

handling.

Freight invoice handling

Handling freight invoices seems to be one the most underestimated duties within

ABB Drives invoice process so far. Guidelines have been inadequate, the actual

hard  core  knowledge  seems  to  be  limited  which  has  led  in  situation  where  very

expensive invoices are reviewed and handled without deeper knowledge. In the year

2013, three carriers were in top 10 invoice senders. Over 22 % of all manually

handled invoices in 2013 were freight invoices. In the year 2014, the share was

pretty similar. Volumes are high and right now, there is not even the possibility to

process freight invoices without manual cycle because three-way matching can’t

happen (there is no purchase order). There are certain instructions, like if the freight

cost is under the certain amount of money, then the costs will be posted as overhead

costs. Otherwise the costs are targeted based on the supplier. Every supplier has its

own cost center and from those cost centers the expenses are divided to different

production lines.
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From the beginning of year 2014, ABB Group aligned that every transportation

need to be with transportation purchase order. The solution that is expected to be a

huge improvement for current procedure is to build centralized EDI-connections to

carriers systems. Using so-called EDI-soft creates transportation purchase orders

from every transportation so that invoices can be processed automatically. This is

ABB Finland -level project and it wasn’t an involved part of this study’s scope.

However, it is essential to recognize the fact that this is potentially the most time-

and money saving improvement for current invoice process. So far, this solution

has been tested with some sales orders and there have been significant challenges,

which is expected in the projects this size. Once this is eventually implemented at

production use, it will be first implemented to outbound logistics so this won’t give

any help to current incoming shipments in very near future.

One possible temporary solution for current freight invoice handling is to order

transportations with so called limit-orders. Limit-orders can be made for certain

amount of money, for example there could be limit-order for 100 000 euros. Every

time supplier bill the specific order, the order limit reduces until the limit is used

completely. Using limit-orders wouldn’t help the invoices to get matched

automatically but it would reduce the internal invoice handling costs because there

would be “purchase order” where the invoice is posted. As could be seen in figure

14 (page 50), invoice coding with PO costs 0,50 euros/ invoice and without PO the

cost is 7,50 euros.

Limit-orders are one possible temporary solution. Temporary solution should be

straightforward, fast to implement and cost-efficient because the EDI-soft solution

is already coming. It is a known fact that making changes for current procedures

always takes time and money and once the EDI-soft is coming within the next year,

then not too much resources should be used for temporary improvements.
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Indirect orders

All orders that are made in ABB Drives and Controls can be divided roughly in two

categories: direct and indirect orders. Excluding some exceptions, purchasers are

the ones who make direct purchase orders. With direct orders, the basis is quite

simple: there needs to be goods reception that matches the amount of material that

has been ordered. With indirect orders, the process is little bit different because of

nature of orders. Typically indirect orders are different kinds of services, consultant

and all other orders that are not coming to production use. In most cases, sourcing

team is making these indirect orders.

When sourcing team is processing indirect procurement initiatives, they use a

purchase requisition tool. After an initiative is processed and approved, it is

converted to SAP where a purchase order is created on that initiative. A supplier

will receive the PO via email. After the supplier has received the PO, they should

send a PO confirmation, but like in too many cases with direct orders, PO

confirmations will never come. When PO confirmations are missing, there are no

exact knowledge of correct prices or delivery times. This will compromise further

Order Matching process significantly. From the beginning, with indirect orders,

Order Matching possibility is much worse than with direct orders because there are

no  price  lists  like  with  direct  orders.  Those  price  lists  are  updated  automatically

when raw material prices are changed. This demonstrates very well why with

indirect orders it would be extremely important that suppliers are sending PO

confirmations after they have received purchase orders.

In many indirect orders the other challenge is that goods receptions are missing.

With direct material orders, warehouse reception makes GRs when materials arrive

to the warehouse. With indirect orders, like some kind of prototype material orders,

the shipment is usually agreed to be delivered to someone’s work station or some

other “special” place where it is easy to pick. With this kind of procedure, GR is

often forgotten. This leads to a situation that the invoice eventually goes to manual

cycle flow because according to ERP, this shipment hasn’t been delivered. This

could have been avoided if the person who picked this order (usually initiative
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requester) had made GR when she or he got this delivery. One thing that makes this

kind of approach even worse is that those invoices are not coming to ones who have

created the initiative requests. They know, what should be delivered and in what

terms. Now the invoices that have had some mismatches are going to person who

created the PO and not initiative requesters. She or he needs to call these persons,

send emails or ask from eFlow to find out, if the materials have actually arrived or

not.  With  current  volumes,  it  takes  much time for  the  persons  who are  handling

these invoices and it also postpones invoice payments.

However, there have been recent improvements with this. Currently, when indirect

POs are made, the person who creates the purchase order can write the requester’s

name on the specific info field. This indicates to SAS that the invoice should be

sent to the requester and not to sourcing assistant who has made the order. This

doesn’t work in all cases, however, mostly because of two reasons. Either the

requester doesn’t know how to use e-Flow or the requester doesn’t even have the

access to e-Flow. This challenge has been recognized and ABB Drives and Controls

are  going  to  arrange  internal  e-Flow  lessons  to  persons  who  are  dealing  with

acquisitions.

4.4 Statistical invoice analysis
Very important part of the current situation analysis was to get a deeper look of the

received invoices. The total amount of invoices is so huge that it is absolutely

necessary to split the invoices to smaller pieces in order to get better understanding

of them.

In the year 2014 ABB Drives and Controls received 157 880 invoices in total. 46

% of the invoices were e-invoices, 34 % of the invoices were EDI-invoices and then

rest of the 20 % were paper/ PDF invoices. According to Purchasing Insight (2015)

companies’ supplier distribution can be classical or extreme. Classical distribution,

also known as Pareto distribution means that roughly 80 % of the invoices are from

20 % of the supplier. With extreme model, the distribution is even sharper. ABB

Drives and Controls received invoices from nearly 1600 different supplier and 30
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biggest suppliers delivered roughly 2/3 of all the invoices. Over 90 % of the supplier

delivered under 100 invoices during the year 2014. Thus, it is fair to say that the

distribution model is extreme. Figure 16 demonstrates the typical extreme

distribution company.

Figure 16. Extreme supplier distribution. (Purchasing Insight 2015)

In big picture, the focus should be on those biggest suppliers and once their invoice

order matching has managed to get near 100 % then should be checked in which

kind of actions those solutions could be duplicated also with smaller suppliers.
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5 ACTIONS & FURTHER RESEARCH
Once  the  current  situation  analysis  was  performed  it  was  time  to  arrange  the

meeting with the steering committee and to agree the next steps. Due to lack of time

and resources only the most urgent observations and areas that could be affected in

the  context  of  this  master’s  thesis  were  decided  to  be  focused.  With  the  mutual

agreement with the steering committee the following topics were decided to be

reviewed in more accurate level.

· root cause analysis for the 30 biggest suppliers possibly poor OM%

· in which cases e-invoices should be preferred and in which cases EDI-

· invoicing should be implemented?

· risk assessment of EDI

· challenge matrix and evaluation about the observations that were found out

during the study

5.1 Root cause analysis
Based on the observations that were made during invoice analysis in subchapter 4.4

and understanding the structure of the total invoice mass, it was clear that the root

cause analysis of 30 biggest supplier needed to be done. It was evaluated that

focusing on those 30 biggest suppliers based on received invoices could already

bring huge relief to current manual invoice handling. Some of those suppliers were

already among EDI-invoicing. Almost without exceptions, suppliers with EDI-

invoicing have really good OM-%, due to nature of EDI-formats that reduces the

possibilities for human errors. Also the carriers were excluded from the root cause

analysis because the reasons for bad OM-% were already known: there were not

even a possibility to get invoices matched because of missing purchase order

numbers. Thus, it was reasonable to concentrate on 20 biggest suppliers that are not

among EDI-invoicing and are not carriers.

It was agreed that if the top volume supplier had under 70 % order matching from

the first half of the year 2014, then the responsible purchaser was interviewed based

on the reasons. In some cases the purchasers didn’t know the actual reason and then

it  was  needed  to  make  some  analysis  from  the  invoice  history  log  with  the
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purchaser. From those 20 biggest suppliers that were on the scope, 13 had under 70

% order matching. Detailed root cause analysis can be found as an appendix 3 at

the end of this master’s thesis but the figure 17 summarizes the findings from this

root cause analysis.

Figure 17. Root cause analysis summary from top 20 suppliers, based on invoice volumes.

As can be seen in figure 17, price mismatches and missing goods receptions were

the top reasons for bad order matching. This can be seen as a consequence for lack

of process discipline. When the prices are incorrect, it is usually because of missing

PO confirmations from supplier’s side. On the other hand, missing goods receptions

are clearly ABB’s fault. This result is actually a good example that there is lots of

improvement potential on both sides.

5.2 E-invoices or EDI-invoices?
As already mentioned previously in this master’s thesis, paper- or PDF-invoices are

always the worst possible invoice types and suppliers should be tried to send their

invoices electronically. But the question is “in which cases e-invoices are the better

solution and in which cases EDI-invoicing should be tried to be implemented? In

order to find this out, Excel simulation –tool was created.
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Baseline for the Excel-tool was that it needed to be easy to use, is to update and also

informative. Excel was split to three different sections:

1. which invoicing model should be used with different suppliers

2. costs saving potential with different suppliers

3. how much time manual invoice handling takes with different suppliers

The best way to compare different invoicing model costs was to put them on the

same chart. Also, the unit prices for each models were put on the same table so that

those are easy to update and also calculate the cost saving potential if the unit prices

could be reduced. One challenge for creating the Excel-tool was that there are no

exact subscription opening costs for EDI-invoicing. As mentioned in subchapter

4.3.2, ABB can build EDI-connection either using one of two 3rd party operators or

using their own message broker BizTalk. One of the operators charges always the

same amount of money when new subscription is created and the other one charges

based on work-hours. New BizTalk subscription costs can also vary, depending on

if there is already supplier with similar scheme and ERP. On the other hand, costs

per EDI-invoice can still be defined so the only thing that need to be analysed case-

by-case is the subscription opening costs. It is clear that the purchasers don’t have

the knowledge to estimate opening costs so this need to be done by someone who

controls EDI-connections in ABB, which would be IS team. Once the opening costs

and evaluation for the work scale is clear, simulation model can be used more

precisely.

Figure 18. Unit price table for different invoicing models.

In  figure  18  can  be  seen  the  unit  prices  for  one  invoice  with  different  possible

invoicing models. Also the estimated subscription fees, including opening and
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monthly fees can be easily changed, based on the workload. Receiving prices per

invoice for each invoice models and EDI-operators monthly fees have been

accurately defined.

Once the unit prices and workload estimations are defined correctly, it is time to

evaluate the supplier. In cost-matter the most important aspects are the invoice

amount and OM percentage. This is trivial data because SAS reports every month

the amount of received invoices for each suppliers and also they report the actual

OM percentage. So the numbers are easily available for purchasers also. Figure 19

shows the user interface for the Excel-tool.

Figure 19. User interface for the Excel-tool’s different invoice model comparison –section.

There is a “drop down -button” on the upper right corner of the picture from where

the user can easily change the current invoicing model and then Excel-tool

calculates the yearly handling costs. User can insert the invoice volumes either on

weekly-level, monthly-level or year-level. Because of the EDI subscription opening

fees and possible monthly fees, only one year cost comparison is not truthful

enough. In one chart, different possible invoice models are compared with longer
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time period so that user can see what is the payback period for EDI-invoicing

implementation. In simulation-tool, the analyzed period is 15 years. There are some

screenshots as an appendix 3 from where different kinds of scenarios are analyzed,

mostly the effects on received invoices and OM percentages.

Anyhow, the conclusions that were made with the analyzing are listed below. The

assumption with this specific analyze was that there are no existing BizTalk scheme

available and both operators opening fees are the same.

Table 4. Comparison of different invoicing models with different scenarios

Number

of invoices

per year

Current

OM-%

Payback period

(years)(Biztalk)

Payback period

operators (years) Best invoicing model

100 50 ~ 6 Over 15 e-invoicing

100 90 Over 15 Over 15 e-invoicing

300 50 2 1 BizTalk

300 90 5,5 Over 15 e-invoicing

1000 50 1 1 BizTalk

1000 90 1,5 1 BizTalk

3000 50 1 1 BizTalk

3000 90 1 1 BizTalk

As  can  be  seen  from  table  4  with  smaller  suppliers  who  has  very  good  OM

percentage, there is no point to implement any EDI-invoicing. Even if the OM

percentage is bad there is still several years payback period. Interesting notice is

that even in some cases payback period is shorter for 3rd party operators than

BizTalk, in long run BizTalk is more cost-efficient selection. This is because of

monthly fees from the operators. With BizTalk, after subscription opening, there

are no monthly costs and also costs per invoice are lower than with operators would

have. On the other hand, with “high-runner suppliers” Biztalk is always the best

solution, no matter how good is OM percentage with that supplier.
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Other  sections  for  simulation  Excel-tool  (costs saving potential with different

suppliers and how much time manual invoice handling takes with different

suppliers) are presented as an appendix 4.

5.3 EDI risk assesment
As noticed during this study, EDI-invoicing is without the question the best

invoicing model for bigger suppliers. It is also the best model for smaller suppliers

if matching schemes exist but those need to be analyzed case-by-case. When EDI-

invoicing is noticed to be the way ABB wants to guide their biggest and the most

important suppliers, it was natural to make risk assessment of that. The question is:

“is ABB ready to increase EDI-invoicing and has ABB covered the risks that are

related to EDI?”

The definitions of “EDI” were already explained in subchapter 3.2.2 but as a recap,

EDI is “the movement of standard structured business data electronically from one

application in one location to another application in another location”

(Emmelhainz 1990). Paraphrased Smith (1988, p. 4-14), steps for creating risk

assessment can be divided as follows:

1. Define assets (What EDI-applications are used?)

2. Review threats

3. Identify security requirements

4. Select protective countermeasures

Defining assets

At this step, used EDI-application and software are described. As mention earlier,

EDI-connection can be created either with BizTalk or using one of two 3rd party

operator. In table X, all EDI-connection possibilities and their costs are listed.
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Table 5. Summarization of ABB Drives EDI-assets.

BizTalk Operator 1 Operator 2
Costs per invoice (€) 0,04 0,15 0,15
Subscription opening

costs (€)
2000-4000 100/ working hour 750

Monthly fee (€) - 30 30

As already mentioned in previous subchapter, BizTalk is often more tempting

alternative because of missing monthly fees. When comparing these three

alternatives in risk management –point of view, using external operators adds some

external risks to EDI-procedures which are reviewed next.

Review threats

According to Ratnasinghman & Swatman (1997, p. 63-64) companies have to live

with  three  different  kinds  of  risks: internal-, external- and general risks. The

examples of those risks are listed below:

 Internal risks

· loss of data integrity

· loss of confidentiality of messages

· unavailability of services

External risks

· needs completely trustworthy relationship among trading partners

· unreliable 3rd party software

· mostly due to trading partners’ weak internal security controls

General risks

· dependence on trading partners and technology

· ”EDI will take care of itself –thinking”

· possible risks towards communication systems

· personnel dependencies
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Especially the point “EDI will take care of itself –thinking” needs to be emphasized.

Even if EDI itself is based on structures and certain formats it still need process

discipline in order to work. So, if some supplier has really bad OM percentage, the

situation won’t improve for only implementing some EDI-connection. It will help

with certain parts like the EDI iDocs won’t leave if certain data is missing but

successful EDI implementation need commitment from both sending- and receiving

parties.

Even if ABB uses also 3rd party service providers, the intent is to use BizTalk as

often as possible and in cases where the implementation can be done with

acceptable resources. Using BizTalk the money stays “inside the company” and

also removes some external risks, like the dependencies of 3rd party operator.

Identify security requirements and select protective countermeasures

Before protective countermeasures can be set, first need to discuss about possible

challenges and problems that can be faced with EDI-invoicing. The questions that

raised when doing this risk assessment are listed and answered below on table X.

Table 6. Questions & answers of EDI security requirements.

Question Answer

How to control who has the access to

systems?

Most of the IDocs coming only from

allowed addresses with delimited

formats

How to protect against economical

frauds?

e.g. bank account numbers are always

taken from SAP supplier data and not

from the received invoices. No risk

that payments would go to wrong bank

account

How to make sure that all needed data

is on the invoice?

with structural formats, certain data

need to be on the invoice before it can

even be sent
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What are the consequences if invoices

not coming through the system on

time?

possible double invoices, late

payments, ABBs reputations as a

reliable payer

ABB has built-in workflow in their system that covers roughly 98 % of all possible

errors  with  EDI-invoicing.  Workflow  is  also  used  with  other  IDocs,  like  goods

receptions and not just only with EDI-invoices. If workflow would cover 100 % of

all the possible errors, it would be so expensive that 98 % cover has been noted to

be accurate enough. Workflow is working 24/7, doing different kinds of checking

all the time and if there are some errors on the invoice, the invoice is stopped and

purchaser gets a message of that to SAP inbox. The flowchart of how the workflow

works, was made as a part of process modelling and this can be seen as an appendix

X at the end of this master’s thesis.

5.4 Challenge matrix
During the study so-called challenge matrix was constantly maintained and

updated. That matrix basically concludes the findings that were made through out

this study. Some of the observations were then focused in more detailed level and

rest of the findings were then proposed how those challenges should be handled and

how monitor them. Challenge matrix was created so that at X-axis evaluates ABB’s

own possibilities to affect that challenge on the scale 1-3 (1 = ABB has either no

possibilities to affect or the possibilities are very limited, 3 = ABB has full control

to affect) and at the Y-axis evaluates the gravity of that challenge from ABB’s

perspective (1 = the gravity for ABB is minor, 3 = the gravity for ABB is huge).

Then those two evaluations were multiplied together. So, to be summarized, if some

challenge got nine points, it means that it is totally on ABB’s own control and the

impact for ABB is huge. This kind of challenges ABB’s should solve out as soon

as possible.

The matrix was all the time updated during this study. Lots of good actions were

done during this study also by someone else than this master’s thesis writer. For

example, when this study started, it was noticed that there are no instructions for
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how to handle freight invoices. Because of the volumes and the money that is

involved with those invoices, the missing instructions were marked as “9 points

challenge”. During this study, those instructions were made so then the matrix was

updated based on that. The full version of the challenge matrix can be seen as an

appendix 5 at the end of this master’s thesis. Below is the graphical presentation

about the findings that were made during the study. If the number is on “red zone”

it means that it should be solved as quickly as possible.

Figure 20. Challenge matrix for ABB Drives and Controls’ invoicing process.

As can be seen from figure 20, there are six challenges on the red zone which should

be solved as quickly as possible. Every number represents one challenge. The

explanations for each numbers are:

1. No collective and detailed instructions given to SAS and suppliers

2. Employees' mind-set & knowledge considering invoicing

3. High total invoice handling costs

4. IP-monitor does not report the reasons why invoices don't match

5. No collective process modelling technique used in Drives and Controls or even

in SCM, process charts are not been updated collectively

6. Current freight invoice handling not responsible enough
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7. No comprehensive process measurement, no official goals set

8. Time the invoices are tried to get matched in OM may cause payment delays

9. Communicating with SAS is occasionally difficult

10. SAS occasionally sets the wrong invoice type codes when sending invoices to

cycle

11. SAS sends invoices to cycle without posting data

12. BUs are paying some money for SAS' mistakes

In  full  version  of  challenge  matrix  all  the  noticed  challenges  are  described,  root

causes are discussed, possible solutions are suggested and also how the change can

be controlled and measured.
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6 SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
This final chapter of this master’s thesis summarizes this study and reviews the

conclusions that were made during this study. The goal for this study was to model

ABB’s current invoice process and its different variations as accurately and

comprehensively as seen appropriate. Based on that modelling and study, the other

goal was to recognize the areas that have the most optimization potential and to find

concrete and realistic actions to improve those areas. The study consisted in three

parts: theoretical part, empirical case study and the actions that were taken based

on current situation analysis.

The theoretical research covered several topics. The main themes were chosen

based on the nature of the empirical case. The goal for the theoretical research was

to get value-added information to support the actual case study. The master’s thesis

worker estimates that the goal for this was achieved in context of this study. For the

actual case study some research questions were set beforehand. The main research

question that was “in what kind of ways case company’s invoice process could be

improved?” This upper-level question was tried to get answered with assisting

research questions that were:

§ What is the current invoice process?

o What are the processing times and costs of one invoice in different

invoicing models?

§ How to reduce current processing times and costs?

§ In which cases suppliers should be guided to use different invoicing models?

Based on the set research questions, qualitative research method was decided to use

as the main research methodology because the case itself was very

multidimensional and includes several stakeholders. Using a qualitative research

method was a natural choice because when trying to understand and see “the big

picture” it was necessary to critically interview different stakeholders and with that

understand the whole researched phenomenon as comprehensively. Master’s thesis

worker estimates that the chosen research method was appropriate and all the
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needed persons were interviewed and no stakeholders, in the scope of this study,

was forgotten.

The findings of this study were actually encouraging. The evaluation with steering

committee  was  that  the  current  invoicing  process  is  not  as  bad  as  actually  were

thought. However, there are some challenges that were listed in this master’s thesis,

like freight invoice handling, which is the biggest single challenge regarding

received invoices. There is on-going ABB Finland –level project for this so this

challenge has been recognized and big improvement is coming for this. It will

reduce invoices handling costs and handling time massively because as mentioned

before, the volumes of freight invoices are very high.

Another encouraging finding was that EDI-invoicing is clearly the best invoicing

model in most cases. The recent trend at ABB has been to more and more implement

EDI-invoicing with their  suppliers.  As the screenshots show in appendix 4,  EDI-

invoicing payback period is very short with high volume suppliers and if the

implementation can be done using existing schemes, even with smaller suppliers

EDI-invoicing is the preferred solution.

Lots of current challenges can be improved with better process-knowledge. This

means that suppliers need to be informed better what they need to do (always PO

confirmations, changes for deliveries need to informed better) but also purchasers

and all the persons that are some way working with acquisitions (both direct and

indirect acquisitions). Now ABB is arranging eFlow trainings for persons that are

working with acquisitions so it is presumable that the know-how for daily invoice

handling routines and also the overall understanding about the invoicing process

will be improved.

Seems that at latest during this master’s thesis people have started to understand the

meaning of fluent invoicing and how much it can save recourses to actual core

competence of the company. People that were interviewed and consulted during

this study have been without exceptions very interested about this topic and have
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given huge support. ABB’s invoicing process has already improved compared to

situation when this study started. Lots of small and bigger developments are yet to

come.
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Process modelling

ABB Oy, Drives and Controls

Basic data

The core process

The subprocess Order-to-Pay process

ABB Drives and Controls invoicing process

Short process description
Steps from PO requisition to commited payment. Main
phases of the process are PO processing, PO confirmation
and PO invoicing

Level 2 description used?

Level 3 description used?

Yes,  4 pcs.

Yes,  3 pcs.

Creator

Date

Olli Takala

9.6.2014

Appendix 1. ABB Drives and Controls invoice process



ABB Drives and Controls Order-to-Pay process – Level 1

Phase

L2 3.

L2 4.

L2 2.

L2 1.

MRP creates PO
requisition

PO Requisition from
somewhere else

than SAP
Process PO

Receive PO

Purchase order

Email

Arrange delivery

E & F
Groups

Arrange delivery

C & D
Groups

Receive delivery
order Pickup delivery Deliver materials

Receive delivery

Send freight
invoice

Receive freight
invoice

C & D
Groups

E & F
Groups

PO confirmation

Electronic

Incoterm?Process PO
invoice sending

Receive invoice

Paper/
email

invoice

Process PO
confirmation

Scan invoice Fill the basic data

Process invoice

Paper invoice

E-Invoice

Process EDI-
invoice

EDI-
invoice

Process PO
confirmation

Pack the order

E-Invoice

Material or
service PO?

Service

Material Only material
PO

Prepare e-invoice
for sending



ABB Drives and Controls Purchase order process – 1. Level 2

Phase

PO requisition from
SAP/ somewhere

else received

Direct or
indirect PO?

View material’s
data

Direct Convert PO
requisition into

PO?
PO not created

No

Open PO requisition
into SAP

Yes

Proceed according
to PO requisitionView PO requisition

Indirect

Create PO

Get back to level 1Convert PO
requisition into

PO?

Yes

Return to requester

No

Receive PO
requisition

Adjust PO
requisition

Send new PO
requisition to

purchaser



ABB Drives and Controls Purchase order confirmation process – 2. Level 2

Phase

Prepare PO
confirmation

Send PO
confirmation

Receive electronic
PO confirmation

Electronic

Receive email (PDF/
Excel etc.

attachments)

Email

PO confirmation
matches PO?

PO confirmation
matches PO?

Get back to level 1

Yes

Get back to level 1

Yes

Change manually
PO to match
confirmation

No Accept PO
confirmation

terms?

Yes

No

Workflow starts in
background

No
Open SAP inbox

Contact supplier
and ask for new

confirmation

Yes
Get back to level 1Double-click the

row of the error log

Choose the
appropriate
alternative

Return to previous
display view

Open SAP outbox
-> work items

executed by me

PO confirmation
matches PO?

Accept PO
confirmation

terms?

Yes
Deliver mismatched
PO confirmation to

purchase group
owner’s SAP inbox

Error processing
starts

Change manually
PO to match
confirmation

No

Update PO
confirmation terms

No



ABB Drives and Controls EDI-invoice process – 3. Level 2

Phase

L3. 6.L3. 5.

Prepare EDI-invoice Message broker
interface exists? Operator used?

No

Yes Yes

Send Email
attachment

No

Adapter?

MMInvoice receive
port

FTP HTTP SMTP

MMInvoice send
port SAP Adapter

Receive
SAPINVOIC01 Idoc

Order match?

The invoice goes to
SAP AP system

Yes

No

The payment is
carried out

Order match?

Yes

No

Biztalk gathers the
attachment

SAP connector

Workflow
starts in

background

The invoice
goes to
blocklist



ABB Drives and Controls Paper/E-invoice process – 4. Level 2

Phase

7. L3

7. L3

7. L3

Prepare invoice

Prepare freight
invoice

Paper/email or
e-invoice?

Receive invoice

Paper/email or
e-invoice?

Paper/
email

Paper/
email

Scan invoice

Fill the basic data

Receive invoice

E-invoice

Prepare e-invoice
for sending

Deliver e-invoice to
SAS

E-invoice

Invoice type? Automatic Order
matching

RE

Invoice goes to
manual invoice

handling

KR

Three way
matching exists?

(PO, invoice &
GR)

The invoice goes to
SAP AP system

The payment is
carried out

Yes

No

Receive invoice

Change the invoice
type based on the

reason invoice is on
manual process

Commit preliminary
posting

Send invoice for
review & approval

cycle to BU

Receive invoice

Invoice type?

Send invoice for
approval to BU

40
19

Receive invoice Approve?
The invoice goes to

SAP AP system
The payment is

carried out

Yes

Write down the
comments to

reviewer

Accept the
invoice terms?

No

Yes

PO exists?

Accept the
invoice terms?

No

Make PO correction
to match invoice

terms

No

Yes

Send invoice for
approval

Rest

No

Yes

Freight invoice?

Receive invoice

Yes

No

Review the invoice
with Basware IP

eFlow client

Send invoice for
review to

Controlpay and for
approval to BU

Accept the
invoice terms?

No

Send invoice for
approval

Yes

Waiting time

Request a
credit note

from supplier /
carr ier

Request a
credit note

from supplier /
carrier

Request a
credit note

from supplier /
carrier



ABB Drives and Controls SAP invoice check workflow – 5. Level 3

Phase

Workflow starts
Invoice message

goes to user’s SAP
inbox

Select inbox
message

Double-click the
title line of the

message
Open SAP inbox Error processing

starts

Choose a correct
alternative to

process

Return to previous
display view

Open SAP outbox
-> work items

executed by me
Order match?

Copy Idoc number

The invoice goes to
SAP AP system

The payment is
carried out

Yes

No

Send Idoc number
to IM/ MM Super

users

Receive invoice re-
processing request

Send original
invoice Idoc in re-

processing

Fix the
mismatch?

Yes

Go to L3.6 block listThe invoice goes to
block list

No



ABB Drives and Controls Blocked invoice process – 6. Level 3

Phase

Mismatched invoice
has moved to block

list

Send blocked
invoice list from SAP

to all purchasers

Receive blocked
invoice Excel-file Filter own invoices Corrective

actions needed?

Correct possible
varieties in prices or
errors in receiving

The invoice
disappears from

block list after next
automated run

The invoice goes to
SAP AP system

The payment is
carried out

No

Yes



ABB Drives and Controls Credit note process – 7. Level 3

Phase

Receive credit note
request

Receive credit note
request

Analyze the request

Analyze the request

Receive the credit
note and the new

invoice

Deliver the credit
note + the new

invoice

Deliver the credit
note + the new

invoice

Invoices go to
manual invoice

handling

Receive the credit
note and the new

invoice

Change the invoice
type based on the

reason invoice is on
manual process

Commit preliminary
postings Freight invoice?

Receive invoices
Review the invoices

with Basware IP
eFlow client

Send invoices for
approval

Yes

Receive invoices

No

Approve both the
credit note and the

new invoice

Send invoices for
approval

The invoice goes to
SAP AP system

The payment is
carried out

Receive invoices



Appendix 2. RACI-matrix
Paper/e-invoicing

Task Requester
Purchase
approver

Purchaser
Purchase
manager

Supplier Carrier
Goods

receptionist
Warehouse

manager
External
scanner

3rd party
operator

SAS purchase
invoice handler

SAS Accounts
payable manager

SAP AP system

Create purchase order C, I R A I
Process purchase order A, C, I R
Arrange delivery C R, A I
Deliver shipment C, I A, C, I R
Receive shipment C, I R A
Send paper/pdf-invoice C, I R, A
Receive paper/pdf-invoice R A
Scan the invoice R A
Fill basic data for the invoice C R A
Deliver e-invoice to SAS R A
Receice e-invoice A R
Define invoice type C R A
Commit preliminary posting C R A
Send the invoice for review R A
Receive the invoice for review R A
Review the invoice C R C C A
Send invoice for approval I R A
Receive the invoice for approval R A
Approve the invoice R A (indirect) C, A (direct) C C
Commit the payment I A R

ABB, business unit ABB, SAS

Only on paper/pdf-
invoices



Supplier OM-% 2014
1H (2013)

Main reason(s) for bad
OM-% Possible solution(s)

Mechanics A 36,6 (45,1)

Price mismatches. Lots of orders are
for new product family that don’t
have specified prices (materials
aren’t in price lists that are updated
automatically when raw material
prices change). Many orders are
made with estimated prices and the
supplier hasn’t confirmed prices
before sending invoices à Price
mismatches between invoices and
POs. The higher the volumes have
get, the more mismatces have been

Incremental pricing system have
been tried by sourcing (unit prices
change automatically when order
quantity changes). This system
should be implemented in both ends
(supplier & ABB). Supplier is moving
to EDI-invoicing probably during
Q1/2015

Component supplier A 56,7 (56,0)

Type of materials: GRs are missing /
quantity mismatches between
invoices and POs. Currently, reverse
POs are used. ABB’s need are visible
to supplier who creates sales orders
in their own system à order
confirmations are converted to POs
in SAP.
Material refill works as VMI

GRs need to be done always,
especially at subcontractors. There
need to be strict guidance for that.
Invoiced amounts need to be same
as ordered amount (many times the
difference is very small, like 100 pcs
invoiced, 95 ordered)

Component supplier B 57,6 (51,0)

Type of materials: GRs are missing /
quantity mismatches between
invoices and POs. Currently, reverse
POs are used. ABB’s need are visible
to supplier who creates sales orders
in their own systems à order
confirmations are converted to POs
in SAP.
Material refill works as VMI

EDI-invoicing which has already
implemented

Appendix 3. Root cause analysis for high-runner
suppliers



Supplier OM-% 2014 1H
(2013)

Main reason(s) for
bad OM-% Possible solution(s)

Mechanics B 66,9 % (65,0 %)

Wrong tax codes on invoices.
Right now, some tax codes go
automatically wrong because all
orders are made to  Finland but
materials may come also from
Estonia. Lack of vendor number
with EE VAT

Changes to SAP settings so
that tax code is always taken
based on country where
supplier is VAT registered. The
challenge has been recognized

Mechanics C 67,9 % (62,6 %)

Price mismatches. Prices on
invoices have been mainly
higher than have agreed à
invoices have went to manual
cycle

This was mainly bad
communication between
parties but situation has
improved and right now order
matching works fine. OM-%
has improved over 20
percentage point during two
years

Semiconductor
manufacturer A 69,9 % (66,8 %)

Partially price mismatches and
partially double invoices. Possibly
changed unit prices have not
always updated in both ABB’s
and supplier’s ERPs. Roughly 60
% of non-matched invoices are
double invoices. Invoices are
sent via email to external
scanner for scanning à possible
delays for invoice handling à
new invoices are asked from
suppliers = double invoice
received

EDI-invoicing which has
already implemented



Supplier OM-% 2014 1H
(2013)

Main reason(s) for
bad OM-% Possible solution(s)

Mechanics D 64,4 % (78,9 %)

Wrong tax codes in SAP. When
material codes’ purchasing plant
have changed, material
parameters haven’t been
updated to SAPà wrong tax
codes on purchase orders

Careful and systematic step-
by-step procedure when
purchasing plants are
changed. Sometimes changes
are made only partially

Semiconductor
manufacturer B 56,6 % (57,3 %)

Price mismatches. Purchasing
prices may have changed after
the orders are made and new
unit prices are not updated in
both ABB’s and supplier’s ERPs

EDI-invoicing

Electronics A 69,9 % (42,1 %)

GR is missing. Long distant
shipments, materials are not
always yet arrived before OM
waiting time has expired. Also,
lots of proto orders are made,
which usually need manual
invoice handling

OM-% has improved 28
percentage point compared to
year 2013. No major actions
needed

ABB internal electricity 67,0 % (68,7 %)

There were some new countries
that have taken new 95 –starting
supplier number on last SAP
Release 21.9. External scanner
has had challenges to scan
invoices from these 95-started
suppliersà invoices haven’t got
through OM module

OM-% was 83,2 % in year
2012. External scanner would
not be needed if e-invoicing/
EDI-invoicing used. No major
worries with this supplier



Supplier OM-% 2014 1H
(2013)

Main reason(s) for
bad OM-% Possible solution(s)

Mechanics E 59,9 (45,8)

Price mismatches. Many orders
are for new materials and protos
à Orders are made with
estimation prices. Also, if
sourcing has agreed new unit
prices to materials, the changes
are not necessarily made to SAP
on time à in invoices prices are
correctly but in SAP there are
still old prices

Process with estimation price
orders should be more clear.
More control that suppliers
confirm prices. Should this be
part of supplier rating?

Mechanics F 35,8 (41,5 %)

Additional costs for packing and
pallets. Supplier is charging for
pallets because it is agreed that
ABB is not returning pallets after
shipments. This has agreed
because orders are not made so
often. On the other hand, this
leads to situations where extra
costs need to be manually
approved by purchaserà
manual workload, BU invoice
handling costs

Tolerance system that if
additional costs are under
agreed amount of money,
invoices would still go through
OM module even if a PO and
an invoice don’t match exactly

Electronics B 42,4 % (62,4 %)

Price mismatches. Supplier
hasn’t revised material prices in
supplier’s extranet, ASCC before
deliveries are made. This has led
price mismatches between the
invoices and POs

ABB has started to demand
supplier to confirm made PO
with correct prices within two
days after receiving an order





Appendix 4. Screenshots from Excel simulation –tool

Cumulative costs for different invoicing models. Supplier with 100 invoices per year, OM-% 50.

Cumulative costs for different invoicing models. Supplier with 100 invoices per year, OM-% 90.



Cumulative costs for different invoicing models. Supplier with 300 invoices per year, OM-% 50.

Cumulative costs for different invoicing models. Supplier with 300 invoices per year, OM-% 90.



Cumulative costs for different invoicing models. Supplier with 1000 invoices per year, OM-% 50.

Cumulative costs for different invoicing models. Supplier with 1000 invoices per year, OM-% 90.



Cumulative costs for different invoicing models. Supplier with 3000 invoices per year, OM-% 50.

Cumulative costs for different invoicing models. Supplier with 3000 invoices per year, OM-% 90.



Used time for manual invoice handling and the effects of it when handling time can be reduced.

Additional approval costs based on received invoices and Order matching percentage.



Appendix 5. Challenge matrix

Challenge Likely root cause

ABB Drives and Controls'
possibility to affect
(1 = no direct possibility,
3=total control)

Challenge gravity
( 1=minor,
3 = significant)

Emphasized
effectiveness

Consequences Possible solution(s) Measure of Success

No collective and detailed instructions
given to SAS and suppliers

ABB Drives and Controls' own
intents have been unclear.

3 2 6
Invoices go to manual invoice handling and
possible expires due to missing, detailed
instructions to suppliers and SAS.

There needs to be unambiguous instructions that tells
who needs to do what and how. Now the instructions to
purchase invoice handlers have been created (only orders
with PO) but there are still no formal instructions for
suppliers

Invoice handling costs, number of
expired invoices

Employees' mind-set & knowledge
considering invoicing

Ignorance and lack of training ->
not seen important enough by
supervisors?

3 3 9

Not all employees fully understand how much
small things, like making GRs, affect fluent invoicing
process. Also, when handling invoices, not all
employees fully understand what they are doing.
E.g. how easy it is to just approve invoice with
thousands of euros without knowing what the
invoice is about.

eFlow training, improving order-to-pay process
understanding and presentation of current invoicing
challenges and how most of those challenges could be
avoided with relatively small things, should be arranged
and it should be mandatory for all who are related to
acquisitions

Invoice handling costs, feed back from
invoice handlers

High total invoice handling costs

Amount of non PO invoices
(especially freight invoices),
heavy matching & approval
cycles, big volume suppliers with
paper invoicing

2 3 6
Lots of manual invoice handling, which costs money
and time in BU's

Freight invoices  into EDI-invoicing as soon as possible .
Best practises to handle other non-PO categories

How many percentage of total invoices
are with PO

IP-monitor does not report the
reasons why invoices don't match

Hard to imagine that this feature
could not be implemented some
how. Probably this has not been
even demanded

2 3 6
Statistical review of the reasons why an invoice is
not matched not possible. Problems need to be
solved case-by-case

Focusing on biggest suppliers at first, finding out what is
wrong step-by-step.

SAS OM reports. Fault logs

No collective process modelling
technique used in Drives and Controls
or even in SCM, process charts are not
been updated collectively

"Silo syndrome", the reasons and
advantages of collective process
modelling technique not
understood

3 2 6

Employees' general uncertainty . Hard to see "big
picture", hard to recognize own place in the
process. Efficient process management difficult.
Process may be totally different in real life what the
"official" process chart describes

Different possible process modelling techiques should be
studied and choose the technique that will be used in
future. This could be excellent topic for thesis worker!
Also, process owners should revise existing process charts
time to time to make sure the charts are still relevant.

How many different kinds of process
charts currenty  exists vs.  how many
process charts exists after the decision
of what process modelling technique
decided to use.

Current freigt invoice handling not
responsible enough

Lack of training and knowledge of
employees  -> not seen important
enough by supervisors?

2 2 4
People dealing with freight invoices may not have
clear view of what they are doing. Can they actually
notice the possible errors when handling invoices?

Should be 2-3 dedicated employees who get the
appropriate training and their know-hows will be updated
from time to time. Coherent manual already created but
how is the update process arranged?

Some random checks for freight
invoices to see if the invoices are
actually correct. Feed back from freight
invoice handlers about how they see
their knowledge improved.

No comprehensive process
measurement,no official goals set

No process owner. Not one
named person being accountable
for whole invoice process  = no
need to improve the WHOLE
process

1 3 3
Partial optimisation, lack of communication,
difficulties to see "the big picture"

Invoice process management and
process ownership. Need to "sell" the importance to
decision-makers

Invoice cycle times from the moment
invoice is received to SAP/ Recall/ SAS
until the payment is completed

Time the invoices are tried to get
matched in OM may cause payment
delays

Eflow's OM process calculates
delay dates from scanning date
and not the invoice date as it
correctively should be. According
to Basware it is not possible to
count delay dates from the
invoice date

2 1 2
Expired invoices, possible prohibition and bad
reputation

Invoices that don't have even a possibility to match, would
go straight to manual processing.  Also expired invoices
should move straight to manual handling. Some kind of
identification to invoices and eflow OM system to
recognize these kind of situations

How many expired invoices are in
circulation?

Communicating with SAS is
occasionally difficult

Lack of SAS resources 2 1 2

Some simple cases or questions that could be
handled with minor effort, just asking from internal
chat, can't necessarily be done because SAS
employee's are not usually online.

SAS employees need to instructed to be available. Also,
LBU invoice reviewer and approver could be instructed
better by SAS. Possible some on-call times needed.

Feed back from purchasers and others
who need to be in contact with SAS.
Has the communication improved?



SAS occasionally sets the wrong invoice
type codes when sending invoices to
cycle

Lack of instructions -> confusions
with different order/ invoice
types

2 1 2

With different invoice types, there are different
cycle routes. If the invoice type is wrongly set, some
invoices may go SAP AP system without needed
approval

There are too many invoice types and it is very easy to get
mixed with those. There should be fewer types and more
harmonized solution. SAS should be more resbonsilbe in
these cases

There should be statistical analysis of
how much there are cases for certain
amount of period that invoices are sent
to cycle.

SAS sends invoices to cycle without
posting data Negligence, maybe some times

lack of knowledge

2 1 2
Invoices need to be approved without correct
posting data. Does the approver know/ care what
she or he is approving?

Mandatory fields with PO invoices. SAS invoice handler
could not send invoices to cycle if the manadatory fields
are not filled

There should be statistical analysis of
how much there are cases for certain
amount of period that invoices are sent
to cycle.

BUs are paying some money for SAS'
mistakes

Human errors 1 1 1

Some invoices are directed wrongly, some invoices
are asked to fix tax codes, even the tax code are
correct. Some invoices are asked for GR even the
order is immaterial etc.

At least in some level, these invoices should be
compensated. There should be some statistics to show,
which percentage of whole invoice amount are on cycle
without reason/ wrong reasons. Then should be agreed
that some percentage of total invoice handling costs
should be compensated by SAS

Database where everyone that are
handling invoices in BU could have
access. Simple lists that cover invoice
number and the reason why invoice
was on cycle + what should be the
correct reason or was there even a
reason


